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Halloween
curfew set
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TUESDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1998

'Not in our bac

According to Murray Mayor •
Bill Cherry, the trick-or-treat curfew for the City of Murray for
Oct. 31 is between the hours
of 5 to 7.30 p m

STATE

Tobacco
corporation
to buy more
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
An executive with Brown &
Williamson Tobacco Corp. told
Kentucky legislators his company will be buying more domestic tobacco this year, including
more burley.
if its a usable crop, we
could easily be. purchasing 10
or 20 percent more. said Randy
Harrison, vice president for leaf
for the Louisville-based cigarette manufacturer.
The company does not reveal
how much tobacco it annually
purchases.
Estimates of the size of the
burley crop from the eight states
where it is grown have varied
widely. Harrison said it appears
the crop may approach 650
million pounds and quality is a
concern.
Drought and heavy rains at
different times put stress on
the crop, depending on when
it was planted.
Harrison said another quality issue is a growing issue for
his company. Harrison said burley growers need to separate
their crop into at least three
grades. by the position of the
leaf on the stalk, with four or
five grades even better.

Premature
births being
researched
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
University of Kentucky professor is participating in research
that could lead to a test for
predicting which pregnancies are
likely to produce premature
births.
Doctors could use such
knowledge to plan for premature deliveries well in advance,
preparing therapies that could
help save preterm babies' lives.
About 10 percent of all U.S.
births are preterm — the highest rate among developed countries. Premature delivery is one
a the country's most serious
maternal-child health problems,
and is a leading cause of baby
deaths.
The new research suggests
that high levels of a stress hormone called CRH early in the
third trimester of pregnancy constitute a predictor for preterm
delivery. The research was
reported this week in the American Journal of Obstetrics and
Gynecology.
Dr. Pathik Wadhwa, a University of Kentucky assistant professor of behavioral science.
obstetrics and gynecology, collaborated on the report with
California researchers.

Residents
oppose
businesses
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Residents of Murray and Calloway County made it rather plain
Monday at the Murray High School
cafeteria.
They do not want adult entertainment businesses in their community - and want city officials
to do everything they can to stringently regulate the business.
Monday's public hearing came
as the Murray City Council is,consIdering a proposed adult entertainment ordinance that would
establish permit fees and set regulations for adult entertainment
businesses in the city of Murray.
Currently, a moratorium is in
place, banning the issuing of a
business license to any adult entertainment business. The council put
the moratorium in place after a
spa.. opened downtown earlier this
year.
While city officials indicate they

responsibility to our children."
Green told council members. "We
need' to have as much regulation
as possible. We need tc.) be- aware
problems). and plan
he
.fof
."
t(health
hta(
9rthta
Another resident said that
divorces and bankruptcies would
increise with adult busineses.John Dale, a local minister, said
the commotty_smed it to_parents
of . Murray State University - students to regulate adult, businesses.
strongly.
."Let's keep this a community
that parents feel good about sending their .children to." Dale said.
Other citizens expressed concerns over public safety, singleparent families, increased drug and
alcohol activity in the community
and possible loss of property values.
Bobby Martin, a local accountant, told the council that it needs
BERNARD KANE Ledger & Times phut()
to carefully figure out the cost of
Murray Police Chief David Smith addresses city council members on the cost of posthe businesses.
"If we can't stop them,let's make
sible investigations into adult businesses during Monday's public hearing on adult
sure that we sit down and: make
businesses at Murray High School.
it as difficult as possible for them
come in," Martin said.
to
cannot regulate adult businesses concerns about the secondary increase when adult businesses open
Chief David Smith Said
Police
in a community.
based on moral concerns, they can effects.
/lent $140 in labor,
would
city
the
He also said there are a numDr. Tom Green. a local physiregulate the businesses based on
cian, said evidence demonstrates ber of other health concerns.
secondary effects.
"As a community, we have a III See Page 2
Citizens voiced a number of that sexually transmitted diseases

Rewards leading
BlVD( track planned for park to lower standards
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Dirt bicycle riders should
have a place to compete this
spring when a planned BMX
track is completed at the new
city park.
The Murray-Calloway County Parks and Recreation Department board voted Monday night
to begin development of the
track between the softball complex and the old Wal-Mart and
Kroger buildings in the Central Shopping Center,
Robert Tedesco, a representative with the Ohio-based
National Bicycle League(NBL),
said the terrain in that area
would make it easy to create
a track, parks foreman/program
coordinator Brad Steele said during his report.
"It is excellent for our turns,"
Steele said while showing diagrams of proposed layouts that
include snaking series of berms
and steep banked turns.
The proposed track would
be adjustable for amateur and
professional riders.
"We're going to target more
for the community and amateur riders," said parks director Skip Dobbs.
As part of an proposed agreement, the NBL would provide
$5,000 to build and design the
track, Steele said. The parks
department would be responsible for maintenance.
In return, the parks department would hold only events
sanctioned by the NBL for three
years. Steele said.
The parks department would

M See Page 2

By MARK R. CHELLGREN • standard tr,Jrri thy ,:urrent 94 to
92.
Associated Press Writer
The Hardin County school sysFRANKFORT,.Ky.(AP) — The
has already lowered the grade
tem
scholstate
a
up
set
to
idea was
arship program to reward academic standards to get an "A" from 95
achievement. But the lure of state to 92.
Rob Cox. principal at Breckindollars is prompting some schools
to lower standards to enable stu- ridge County High School. said
he is resisting pressure to lower
dents to get a bite of the pie.
Parental concern about getting the grading standard from the curthe college assistance is what drove rent 95.
-If money is going to drive us
Caverna to consider revising its
grading schedule, said Superinten- to tower our expectations, . we'll
dent Charles Roberts. Some par-. drive it low enough to get all our
ents wanted a score of 90 to qual- money." Cox said. "I'm shocked
ify for an A. which is a fairly that .Hardin County abandoned ship
common standard in Kentucky so quickly on this."
Lois Gray. superintendent at
schools."We tried to strike a happy
medium there," Roberts said. The Hardin County, said it became a
local board will likely vote at its
November meeting to lower the • See Page 2

Student pleads
not guilty in case

BERNARD KANEledger & Times photo
Barry Paschall and Trent Thompson, both with Murray
Electric System, prepare a trench for the installation of new
lights in the Murray-Calloway County Park. The lights were
purchased with money created by the March in the Parks
fundraisers.

misdemeanor, the night before to
By DAVID BLACKBURN
a security guard in Regents ResStaff Writer
idential College. where he lives.
A Murray State University stu- . DeWitt allegedly said an anonydent is scheduled for a pretrial mous caller told him to "Watch
conference Nov. 17 after pleading out for the fire in Regents tonight,—
not guilty Monday to a charge' of according to the arrest warrant
falsely reporting a fire alarm.
signed by Trooper Toni Rotting,
Jody Lee DeWitt, 22, waived haus.
arraignment before Calloway Dis"The defendant later made an
trict Leslie Furches, who sched- admission to this officer that he
uled the pretrial conference.
knew the caller to he his roomState police arrested DeWitt Oct. mate and that the call was not
2 and charged him with falsely intended to be a true threat of
reporting an incident, a Class A fire." Rottinghaus wrote.

WEATHER
Tonight... Increasing cloudiness. Low 40 to 45 Light north
wind.
Wednesday... Mostly cloudy
with some sprinkles possible
Cooler High in the lower 60s.
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Autumn leaves draw visitors
SLADE, Ky. (AP) — The
tourists are still coming to Natural Bride State Park and others
like it known for the autumn colors of the changing leaves. ,
But the colors are a little lackluster this year. due to drier- and
warmer-than-average weather.
"1 Net most of the places around
here are hooked just because of
the leaves, and the people will
probably all be here," said Linda
Alexander. an employee at Ye Ole
Country Store just down Kentucky
II from Natural Bridge. "But they
won't get to see the pretty 'leaves
like they usually do."

Many state parks — including
Natural Bridge — are booked
months in advance for the fall
season.
But a dearth of rain last month
caused many of the leaves in eastern Kentucky .to simply dry up
and fall off, said Chris Carpenter.
a naturalist at 1C4atural Bridge. The
conditions are similar elsewhere
in the state, he said.
Normally, leaves are big business in Kentucky. where attendance at -state parks in 1.997 was
17.7 percent higher in October
during prime leaf color' time compared with September.

-The better the color, the more
people there are," Carpenter said:
"But as long as the weather's nice,
it's busy."
The -State sponsors a pr-ograni
— "ColorFall" — that allows sightseers to call a hotline, to find the
latest about fall colors at the dif:
ferent parks..
The program began Sept. 22
and lasts until Oct. 3,0. It is maintained by 17 spotters statewide
who work at the parks and report
weekly.

II See Page 2

BERNARD KANE Prirler S Times photrNEVER TOO COLD: Vince Medlock, news director at WKMS
radio in Murray, catches up on some 'writing as he
enjoys an ice tea at an outdoor cafe Tuesday at lunch.
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Leaf report from
Kentucky's state parks

II Leaves...
From

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & 'Times photo

A crowd of about 125 gathered at the Murray High School cafeteria for a public hearing concering the licensing and regulations of adult-oriented businesses.

• Residents..
From Page 1
costs on premises checks and about
$425 'per undercover investigation
for each adult business.
• City Clerk Sarah Duncan and
City Planner Brian-Morrow also
estimated costs for regulating the
businesses.
Council member Dennis Crawford, a retired Kentucky State
Trooper, said his experience in

law enforcement showed that the
,community would spend -a tremendous amount of money in combating the businesses.
He also warned of the possibility of organized crime involved
in _adult_ businessel,_ _ _
"It is extremely difficult to investigate and build a criminal case
against these establishments,"
Crawford said. "It takes a lot of
peop% and a lot of equipment that
can cost a lot of money."

Assistant City Attorney Chip
Adams said the city cannot set a
permit fee that is punitive or a
direct tax"
"We have to back up everything," Adams said.
. Adams said tha council could.
consider an ordinance on first reading Thursday.
City officials have indicated
they hope to have an ordinance
in place by the end of,the year.

Page 1

Carey Tichenor, a state naturalist in Frankton. said a smaller By The Associated Press
Audubon State Park — 20-40 percent.
amount of rain statewide has conno Percondileaf
dull
the
Ballard Wildlife Management Area — No peak predicted:
tributed to.
tions, hut warm temperatures — centage given.
especially at night — in laic sumBarren River State Resort Park — 30 percent.
role.
a
mer also played
Big Bone Lick State. Park — 50 percent.
Bluelicks Battlefield State Park — 50 percent.
• "The leaves weren't signaled that
Buckhorn Lake State Resort Park — 75 percent.
fall was coming," Tichenor said.
sugar
durable
the
Nevertheless,
Carter Caves State Resort Park — 75 percent.
Cumberland Falls State Resort Park — 40-60 percent.
maple, which produces an orangish
Jenny Wiley State Resort Park — 40 percent.
color, still is producing, Tichenor
percent.
haven't
Kentucky State Parks, central office (state Capitol) — 50
said. And some trees just
Lake Barkley State Park — 40 percent.
reached their peak: he added.
September's weather has a lot
Lake Cumberland State Resort Park — 25 percent.
leaves
My Old Kentucky Home State Park — 40 percent of
to do with the leaf change, Tichenor
changed.
said.
peak
Natural Bridge State Resort Park — just started changing;
In Lexington, for example, the
given.
percentage
no
.31;
rain
of
predicted Oct.
city received .61 inches
Pennyrile Forest State Resort Park — 20-40 percent.
in September compared with a
Pine Mountain State Resort Park — 40-60 percent.
normal average of 3.2 inches, said
no perRough River State Resort Park — some color reported;
Bob Klein, a National Weather
centage given.
Service meterologist. The -temperature was on average 5.9 degrees
higher, he said.
who's somewhat colorblind, said
influenced tourism this fall, but
In central Kentucky during an
not disappointed.
he's
she said it is a concern.
average year, trees -would have
Eshelman, 82, came with
.Glenn
reached their peak, but this fall
"I don't see the colors so well
a busload of other retirees to Nat_only 40 Is) _50 percent of the leaves
he- said 'Thcan just see
anyway,"
on
Park
Resort
-ural -Bridge State
have turned, Tichenor said. By this
afternoon to see the autumn a little yellow and a little green."
recent
a
weekend, they should reach peak
leaves, and found them a bit withcolor, he said.
For a statewide leaf report, call
ered.
Bateman said figures are not
some others in his the Kentucky Color Connection at
unlike
But
available to indicate whether or
'•
group from Cincinnati. Eshelman, 1-800-225-8747.
not the lackluster leaf color has

From Page 1
not have to repay any of the
$5,000 unless it switched to another sanctioning body within three
years. Steele said.
The local cost would be $7,000
to $10,000, the majority of which
would be fencing in the track and
buying a $3,025 starting gate system, Dobbs said.
The parks department would
also have to spend $2,500 to $6,000
for additional liability insurance,
Dobbs said.
But with entry fees and concession stand sales from the 12
proposed events between next
March and October, Dobbs and
Steele projected net revenue of
$6,000 to $10.000.
Dobbs added that some local
businesses have agreed to donate
materials, and city and county government, as well as individual,
contributions would take care of
other costs.
Once established, riders who

compete at a similar track in Kuttawa could be persuaded to compete here, bringing in additional
local revenue, Dobbs said.
Steele said local dirt bicycle
riders drive as far as Nashville,
,Memphis and Jackson, Tenn., to
compete.
"It's all over the place," Steele
said, who played an NBL videotape that said the sport attracts
60,000 riders nationwide.
"We have just about everything
we need right here," he added,
noting the new park's existing concession stand, restrooms and lighting.
In other reports, parks superintendent Garth Vinson presented a
proposal for the parks systen.to
build three to five batting cages.
The cages, which would cost
$7,000 to $9,000 each and would
require pouring a concrete foundation, would include baseball and
fast- and slow-pitch softball, Vin- •
son said. The cost of new cages

would depend on the design, he
said.
The batting cages are automated, coin-operated and speed selectors, he said.
Vinson said they would produce an estimated $15,000 to
$18,000 in revenue per year.
"There's quite a bit of potential there for the parks," he said.
But that, as well as other plans,
will depend partly on passage of
the proposed real estate tax of 3
cents per $100 assessed value on
Election Day, said board chairman
Dr. Rob Williams.
The recreation tax is expected
to bring in about $247,000 in rev,
enue.
Williams said talk about the tax
seems generally favorable, but he
was concerned about the opinions
of rural residents who own farmland.
Board member Bobby Stubblefield, a fiscal court magistrate, said
many people he has talked to are

against the tax just because it is
a tax.
The subject of the tax "is nearly the end of conversation altogether,- Stubblefield said.

From Page 1

fairness issue. After surveying surrounding districts, Gray said Hardin
County had a higher standard for
getting the best grade. "We didn't feel it was right to penalize
Williams suggested meeting with students here because of stringent
some farmland owners prior to the requirements here," Gray said.
election to explain the need for
Gray said grades are often subthe tax.
jective anyway, from teacher to
"There's just no great benefac- teacher, much less district to distor in the sky to help us out right trict. Hardin County will maintain
now," Williams said.
its emphasis on strong academic
In other matters, the board:
performance, she said.
Cox said lowering grading
•Approved the nominating committee's recommendation for offi- thresholds is an implicit message
cers, three of whom will be the that academic expectations are also
same - Williams as chairman, Bill being diminished.
"Any change,in a grading scale
Bailey as vice-chairman and David
Taylor as secretary. Joe Dale Curd simply to bring in more scholarwill replace Stubblefield as treas- ship money would be a serious
threat to the integrity of learning
urer.
•Heard Dobbs' report that the in that district," said Brad Hughregional Punt, Pass and Kick com- es of the Kentucky School Boards
petition will be Nov. 14 at the Association.
Significant dollars could be at
new city park.
stake.
Under the program adopted by
the 1998 General Assembly, a year
of. straight-A work could earn a
high school student $500 in renewAutomotit,
•We Install & Repair
able scholarship money for colHome Theater. Whole Nous,
Commercial & Professional Auci
lege. With a sliding scale downEquipment
ward, less academic achievement
can still earn $125 in scholarship
*Whole House Audio System:

AUDIO SPECIALIST

NEW FACE - NEW WINE

*Authorized Dish Network
Home Satellite Systems

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Guaranteed Best
Deals Around.

Pick 3:
9-4-2
Pick 4:
0-2-1-4
Cash 5:
2-13-19-20-33

"When It Comes To
Sound...Don't Fool Around!"

Barry James
THE PROFESSIONAL BUILDING

Shell

759-0704

We can provide information and coverage for your

"Murray's 1st Enterprise Zone"
The Professional Building is now renting office space - offices
of all sizes — furnished or unfurnished — you choose.
'Offices of various sizes to fit
your budget as well as your
needs
'Furnished or unfurnished
'Paid utilities
(include central heat & air)
'Receptionist
'Sprinkler system throughout
entire building

of fax machine
4Use of copier
'Shared areas are free
including:
—Kitchenette
—Breakroom
—Conference Room

BUSINESS
INSURANCE
Retail Stores
Offices
Apartments
Rental Dwellings

aUse

Must See To Appreciate
Available For Viewing 415 S. 4th
Call For Appointment

759-0633

money for what amounts to a Cplus average. Each A pumps up a
grade point average, bringing in
more scholarship money.
Sen. Nick .Kafoglis, D-Bowling
Green, was among those who had
predicted such grade inflation during legislative debate over the program.
Even without district-wide or
school changes in grading scales,
the pressure for grades will be
great, even on individual teachers.
"It's just a problem with this
kind of an incentive," Kafoglis
said. "The numbers that you set,
no matter where you set them,
there's going to be pressure to
give kids higher grades."
Kafoglis. Cox and some others
have suggested the state Set a uniform grading standard in order to
make the system equal for all.
But Hughes said a single grading scale would almost require a
single curriculum for each school,
which flies in the face of local
school control.
And state officials said they are
uncertain the law gives them the
authority to set a single grading
standard.
Sen. Tim Shaughnessy, DLouisville, the primary sponsor of
the legislation, said the state needs
to have a single guideline for qualifications for the scholarship, which
could be separate from an individual
school's grading system.
"It's unfair to the''students out
there if we did not," Shaughnessy
said.
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Rare form of dementia spurs creativity
WASHINGTON (AP) — Previously unknown artistic skills can
suddenly blossom in individuals struck by a rare form of dementia, according to a California researcher.
Dr. Bruce Miller of the _University of California at San Francisco reports in today's edition of the journal Neurology on five
people who had a burst of artistry even as dementia began destroying their ability to talk and deal with other human beings.
The individuals suffered from a disease called frontotemporal
dementia, which he said accounts for only about one in 10 cases
of dementia

Clinton signs Y2K legislation
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WASHING]ON (AP) — President Clinton has signed legislation to encourage businesses and organizations to share information on avoiding massive computer malfunctions in the year 2000.
. Clinton signed the Year 2000 Information and Readiness Disclosure Act without fanfare Monday before he left the White
House for the Middle East peace negotiations in Maryland.
The legislation helps provide businesses, governments, and other
organizations with information on dealing with the so-called Y2K
problem. It creates a specific antitrust exemption for Y2K preparation activities, and creates an Internet site containing information and links to the latest solutions for consumers, small businesses and local governments.

Feds investigate series of fires
VAIL, Colo. (AP) — ,Federal agents are investigating a series
of fires atop Vail Mountain that caused some $12 million in damage, just days after work began on a major resort expansion
oppdsed by environmentalists.
VaiF Associates -President Andy Daly refused to speculate-about
the cause of the fires that began before dawn Monday. He also
said the timber cutting that began Friday would resume today.
Agents from the U.S. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
and the FBI have arrived in this ski resort town about 100 miles
west of Denver to investigate.
The fires destroyed the luxurious 550-seat Two Elk restaurant,
the Ski Patrol headquarters and a picnic spot known as Camp
One, all at or above the 11,000-foot level on the mountain.
The fires also damaged four chairlifts, effectively cutting off
access to what will be the 885-acre expansion area.

Woman charged in newborn's death
FORESTVILLE, Md.(AP) — A mother of four who told police
she could not afford another child was charged with second-degree
murder after her husband found the skeletal remains of a newborn boy in a cicset in their apartment.
The woman told detectives she gave birth to the baby, named
him Jordan and then squeezed him to death. She allegedly placed
his body in a gym bag and put it in an electrical closet on the
apartment balcony, where it lay for about four months.
Prince George's County police arrested Theresa R. Turner, 32.
Saturday after her husband, Steve -Turner, 35, found the bag with
the body. Mrs. Turner had told him she had an abortion, police
said.
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Court rejects policy challenge
WASHINGTON (AP) — The ing away arguments that the order
Supreme Court rejected a chal- violates free-speech rights...,
—Left intact a $37 million _fine
lenge to, the military's "don't ask.
don't tell" policy Monday, a defeat the Federal ReserVe tevied against
for an aviator kicked out of the international banker Ghaith Pharaon
Navy after disclosing his liomo- in the BCCI banking scandal. The
sexuality on national television in justices rejected an appeal that
contended the civil fine — the
1992.
The court's action, taken with- largest the Fed ever imposed in a
out comment, was the fourth time contested case — was unlawfully
in recent years it has refused to excessive and unfair.
In the gay-rights case, former
hear the appeals of former service members ousted for discussing bombadier-navigator Tracy Thorne
argued in a strongly worded appeal
their homosexuality.
'The justices have never ruled that the "don't ask, don't tell" poldefinitively on the policy's con- icy is based on "bigotry" and "invidstitutionality. But every federal ious and irrational prejudice."
Thorne appeared on the ABC
appeals court that has considered
news program "Nightline" in May
the issue has upheld the policy.
In other matters, the Supreme 1992 to urge an end to the thenexisting ban on homosexuals in
Court:
—Rejected an appeal in which military service. Dunn the proanti-abortion protesters in New Jer- gram, he disclosed his sexual orisey challenged a court-ordered entation.
Days later, the Navy notified
"buffer zone" that • limits picketing outside a doctor's borne, turn- Thorne of discharge proceedings.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
While President Clinton's relationship with a former White House'
intern and the impending impeachment inquiry, dominate news in
this country, former British Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher says
Europeans are thinking about other
things.
She advised Americans to do
the same.
"I'll be very glad when the whole

thing is put to rest and we can
get on to dealing with matters of
policY again. It's just gone on and
on and on," said Thatcher, who
was in town to deliver a lecture
at the Commonwealth Convention
Center for the Bank One Jefferson Series Monday _night. Earlier,
she spoke with students at the
center.
Thatcher, whom Queen Elizabeth
made Lady Thatcher, said prob-

Woman indicted on murder charges
WHITESBURG, Ky.(AP) — A Roxana woman has been indicted on murder charges by a Letther County grand jury in connection to the _death of her infant daughter in July.
Police said Delania Fields, 37, of Roxana, allegedly placed the
newborn in a garbage bag and put it in a closet. Authorities
learned of the baby's birth after Fields went to a hospital for
treatment.
An autopsy revealed the baby's cause of death was a lack of
oxygen. No trial date has been set.

Welfare recipients to get
state help for transportation
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
state plans to contract with private organizations in different parts
of the state to provide round-theclock transportation for welfare
recipients who need a ride to work,
training or child care.
The program should help recipients meet the requirements of the
1996 federal welfare reform law,
which forces them to be in a job,
or at least working toward one,
to receive a check.
The program — a joint project
between the state cabinets for Transportation, Families and Children,
and Workforce Development — will
cost about $25.4 million during
the next two years.
The pi-ogram began in June in
a region made up of five counties in eastern Kentucky. By
November, 48 more counties will
,be participating, and the entire
'state will be phased in by April.
Cdrrently, welfare recipients who
want help with transportation costs
can receive it through a reim-

bursement of up to $60 a month,
or $100 in special cases. Recipients fill out paperwork documenting their travel.
The new system will be a lot
less cumbersome for recipients,
said Marty Mason, deputy commissioner of the state Department
for Community-Based Services.
In the five counties where the
program has been tried, welfare
recipients simply call a toll-free
telephone number to arrange rides.
"It takes away some of the worries that they cannot get to or
from their, job," Mason said.
The program is also supposed
to cut down on the paperwork
involved in approving and issuing
thousands of checks to recipients.
The new program has worked
well in Magoffin County, where
it has been in place since June.
said Bryan McDaniel, a case-management specialist with the Magoffin office of the Community-Based
Services Department.
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His mother, Pat Thorne of
Atlantis, Fla., said he "feels it is
a grossly unfair situation."
"Everybody knows there are
gays in the military," she said.
-There have always been gays in

lems in the United States send jitters throughout a world that depends
on U.S. stability during times of
crisis.
She didn't offer an opinion on
what she thinks of Clinton or the
scandal over his relationship with
Monica Lewinsky. "That's for you
to deal With," she told the group
of students from local colleges —
but Thatcher said it has become
a distraction.
Thatcher said Europeans are
casting wary eyes at the collapse
of Russia's economy, ethnic killing
in the former Yugoslavia, the expansion of NATO and the impending
unification of European currency.
She urged NATO to make good
on its threats to use force against
Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic if he does not heed an international call to halt his crackdown
on ethnic Albanians in the province
of Kosovo.
Milosevic has been accused of
inciting genocide in the conflict
with the Albanians, who want to
break away from his Serbian-led
government. The Clinton administration has repeatedly hinted of

The policy requires a board of
inquiry ,proceeding for any Service member who states Atm he or
she is homosexual to determine
whether_ that person -engages in.attempts to engage in, has a propensity to engage in, or intends to
engage in homosexual acts."
Thorne's Supreme Court appeal
said the number of people ousted
from the military under the policy has increased each year since
1994: "Almost 1,000 service members were discharged ... in 1997
alone, a number that surpasses the
number discharged annually under
the former ban ... between 1990
and 1992.",
Clinton administration lawyers
urged the court to reject -Thorne's
appeal.

air strikes but has yet to act.
"There's no earthly good making those threats, then not carrying them out," said Thatcher, who
left office eight years ago. "The
international community ... has to •
be firmer."
Thatcher herself sent British
troops halfway around the world
to reclaim the tiny Falkland Islands
from Argentina in 1982.
Although the protectorate off
the coast of South America meant
little strategically, Thatcher used
the symbolic value of the successful mission to help restore
Britain's flagging image as a world
power.
"We could not leave those British
citizens undefended," she said flatly.
Later, in her public lecture,
Thatcher deplored the high rate of
illegitimate births, which she'said
undermines "the way in which we
derive our values, our community."
Governments have unwittingly
worsened the problem, she said,
by putting unwed mothers and
their children on welfare.
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Freed Curd for
Mayor
City of Murray
November 3,
1998

AUCTION
AUCTION
ESTATE/LIQUIDATION
Shot Guns.

Browning, Banelli, Remington
and many others

Rifles:

Remington, Winchester and
many others

Pistols:

Smith & Wesson, Colt
High Standard
Many variations of each

Auto:

1986 BMW 325 ES - Sharp!

Jewelry:

2.20 CT. Marquee diamond solitaire
1 68 CT. Round diamond solitaire
Plus - Many Gemstone Rings
10 K & 14 K Chains

Gold:

Troy Bilt Tiller, Lawn Mowers, Yard and Lot Vacuum
Chainsaws, Coleman 1600 Watt Generator,
Dorm Refrigerators, Shop Tools
And many other items too numerous to mention

When:

Saturday, October 24 - 10:00 a.m.
Registration begins at 9:00 a.m.
To pre-register call (502) 527-0053

Where:

500

C,
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National Guard Armory, Benton, KY

30-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

500

CURRENT
INTERES1
RATES

3.90% 4.10% 4.90% 4.30%,_.4.30%

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

3.94% 4.14% 4.97% 4.35% 4.35%
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Dollies Presents

THE XANADU DANCERS
LADIES
NIGHT

World Class
illen's Club

Thur., Oct. 22
7:00 p.m. tit ???

Limousine
Packages Available
includes ,up to 7passengers)
Champagne, CoverCharge 8: Roundtrip

Direct from
Myrtle Beach, 5.1
1997 Group of
the Year
1993r 1996

Mr. Burlesque
U.S.A. Champions
....=10111111.111r..
%Opp,

'Own

Immo, III
. 1111 Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-759-9443. Member FDIC.. Equal Housing Lender

-i

I am 'Freed Curd, candidate for
mayor. We all understand the value
of positive influences for our children and grandchildren. My wife,
Millie, our children and their families believe in the fundamental values of this community. Our commu- 1
nity nurtures it's families, children
and senior citizens in a manner that
makes us all proud to live in
Murray. To continue this tradition
please elect me on November 3rd as
S
mayor of Murray.

'All Federal, State and Local
Firearms regulations will be observed

182-DAY
IS-MONTH
12-MONTH
18-MONTH
CERTIFICATE CERTIFICATE CERTIFICATE CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT OF DFPOSIT OF DEPOSIT OF DEPOSIT

500

Thorne, who now lives and
works. in Richmond, Va., was a
reservist by the time he was honorably discharged for "homosexual admission."
He sued, contending that the
military's policy -violated his freespeech and equal-protection rights.
A federal judge and the 4th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals ruled
against him.

the military and there always will
he.ggays • in the military simply
because gays are a part of our
civilization."

BERNARD KANEJLedger & Times photo

A DIFFERENT PROCLAMATION: Murray Mayor Bill Cherry
(center) signs a proclamation making Saturday "Make A
Difference Day" in Murray. Joining him are Murray and
Calloway County Family Resource Center directors Bill
Wells and Donna Herndon.

Investment Rates
TERMS

But he was not discharged until
March 6_1995. after the current
policy took effect. In" the interim,
Thorne was awarded,. the Navy
Achievement Medal for "superb
leadership, exceptional professionalism and total devotion to duty."

Thatcher says U.S. needs stability
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
federal recreation agenda.
Those of us who hold our natural public lands
sacred must realize that the commercial cannot be
sacred, that the threat of development is imminent
and real, and that the realized dream becomes
Dear Editor:
nightmare if we close our eyes too long. It is not
Congress has been slashing the budgets of fed- enough to wake up when the light strikes our eyes.
eral land management agencies in the name of We' must now help to sound the alarm, and to do
"deficit reduction" over the past several years: what is necessary to save our land.
Meanwhile, with the 'harvesting of timber becoming less prt2fitable and with fewer forests left, uncut,
Paul Yambert
agencies must scramble to fill their coffers.'
Concept Zero
Fearful of losing their job, and enticed by finanMurray; KY 42071
cial support from commercial Interests, resource
managers have concluded that "Pay-For-Play" recreation will be their next venture (witness the fees
now being-charged it Land between the Lakes for
simple access to places and activities which were
free to all a few short years ago).
In the current parlance, you and I have become
Dear Editor,
their "customers" and they have become our "servTom Barlow wants voters in -Calloway County
ice providers." Some of your readers may recall and Graves County to support him as he attempts
the good old days when we were the "owners" of to regain the seat in the U.S. House of Reprepublic land and they were our "faithful servants." sentatives from the First District of Kentucky. He
Unfortunately, many things that we once enjoyed must believe - or at least hope - we've all been
as "amenities," because we were fortunate enough stricken with terminal amnesia.
to be Americans, are now being turned into prodFive years ago, while he held that office, Baructs and/or services that we may purchase - if our low insisted on routes for two transcontinental
incomes permit.
highways (1-66 to run east-west and 1-69 to run
Hunting, fishing, hiking, trail riding or virtual- north-south) through the Jackson Purchase that
1) any other activity we can name will soon be would touch neither Calloway County or Graves
offered as a recreation product for a fee.
County. His proposal was adopted when funding
This movement is led by the American Recre- was authorized in November of 1993.
ation Coalition, which is made up of many powBarlow's routing called for both interstates to
erful businesses and manufacturers who sell out- center-on Paducah, which already has 1-24 and for
door products and services. The ARC, has the both to go through Ballard County. He was makattention and cooperation of the seven federal agen- ing his home in Paducah at'- that time (and concies which manage our public lands, including the tinues to do so) and his family has had ties in
U.S. Forest Service, National Park Service, and Ballard County, including a community named BarTennessee Valley Authority.
low (population about 700) since 1849. The U.S. Forest Service has been charging for
But the counties (Calloway and Graves • respecrecreation in some districts, "temporarily," for the tively) with the second and third largest cities in
past several years.
Purchase (Murray and.Mayfield respectively) were
By forming partnerships with other agencies and left out.
with the private sector, and by working to change
The Barlow plan of 1993 meant Murray State
legislation, when necessary, to allow for such.part- University would continue to be the only state uninerships, the forest service hopes we will all grow versity in Kentucky not directly served by a major
accustomed to the idea of paying for the forest - four-lane highway. And it meant that Mayfield, the
not to mention the lakes, and the trails, etc.
geographic center of the Purchase, got no considChief of Staff for the Forest Service Francis eration despite its higher-than-Kentucky average
Pandolf says that, "Three dollars for a full day on unemployment rate.
the forest isn't so bad."
" In addition to ignoring the needs of Murray and
Isn't so bad? Is it so bad if we multiply that Mayfield, his proposal for 1-66 advocated the absoluteprice by the number of children we have, and ly absurd - a second Hopkinsville-Paducah interwhether or not we wish to park our vehicle and state connector (1-24 being the first).
launch our boat or canoe, or ride our bikes?
When people raised concerns and asked quesIs it so bad if we remember that the American tions, Barlow adopted an unyielding defensive
taxpayer purchased much public land, including demeanor. He warned us not to "fall prey to fratLBL, over 30 years ago, and has continued to pay ricidal bickering.- implying that we had no recourse.
for its management every year since then without
No hearing were held. No preliminary feasibilpaying such fees, or allowing commercialization?
ity studies were conducted. He told us, in essence,
Is it so bad if we remember that the people that we'd just have to accept it.
who lived Between the Rivers were forced from
When 1-66 and 1-69 are eventually built, the
their land for the express purpose of preventing its Jackson Purchase will have three interstate highbeing destroyed by development?
ways and almost certainly never have the opporThe Fee-Demo program, the underlying purpose tunity for another in our eight-county region.
of TVA's now infamous five preliminary concepts
If the Barlow plan prevails, Calloway County
has many former users and supporters of LBL and Graves County end up with zilch. But he
protesting: "We Can't See the Forest for the Fees." wants to .vote for him Nov. 3.
Unfortunately, many people do not realize that
Personally, I've been registered as a Democrat
this program is just the thin edge of a very thick for more than 40 years, but 1.will take the recourse
wedge. Fee-Demo is intended to "demonstrate" that in a few days when I go behind the curtain of
the public will accept the Pay-for-Play concept. the voting booth.
The big profits won't 'come from user-fees; but,
unless it can be proven the public will pay for
what once was free, the entire commercial venture
Dwain McIntosh
will fail. The real money will be made by priva225 King Richard Drive
tizing, commercializing, and homogenizing our pubMurray, KY 42071
lic lands, and that's whats truly driving the new

Development threat
real for public land

Barlow plan not
good for county

YES, KIDS, EACI4
WE DRIVE OUT HERE TO
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Summit full of impact
"I came to Russellville at 30,
a drunk. I'd lost a career in New
MAIN STREET
Orleans and was sick and down
.when I came to Kentucky. But I
got support in Russellville and came
back. I bought that newspaper and
CONSTANCE ALEXANDER
then others around the state. I
learned what I know about corn
Ledger Columnist
munity leadership in Russellville.
ful event that happened in 1922 get there,- he told us. "Leaders
I owe •west Kentucky a lot."
in this part of the state, when have to run for public office, to
leadership
to
addresses
Keynote
groups are seldom launched with more than. 5000 people showed up build a new kind of consensus."
His final recommendation was
frank admissions of human frailty. for a Ku Klux Klan rally.
and uphold men and women
find
to
people
5000
get
can't
"We
dais,
the
takes
Smith
Al
.But when
the audience needs to be steeled together now for anything," Smith who are outstanding leaders and
declared. His unblinking gaze swept send them to Frankfort. "Find yourfor tough talk.
Smith, noted newspaperman, did the audience as he challenged us self another governor and do it
- —
not get to head—the Aripladhiaii --lo-VOte-and to rebuild-the polite-- quick,"- he conctuded.
by
speeches
keynote
the
After
bf
region.
clout
the
cal
Regional Commission or host
"West Kentucky used to be Carroll and Smith, the rest of the
KET's "Comment on Kentucky"
because he is a sweet talker. He's the Gibralter of the Democrats," day ,,was devoted to shirt-sleeve,
roll-up-your-sleeves-and-get- he asserted, but the downfall of sessions about What can be done
a
down-to-business kind of guy. He disgraced leaders such as Carroll to maximize the region's strong
doesn't waste time mincing words. Hubbard eroded the region's polit- points and to defuse the problems.
The wrap-up by Charlie Coe,
• Smith lived up to his reputa- ical affiliations.
The many strengths of west president and chief executive offition for vivid veracity last week,
when he shared the stage with Kentucky did not go unnoticed. cer of BellSouth, explored the
former governor Julian Carroll to Smith cited the natural resources topic, "Leadership Makes a Difkick off the Leadership West Ken- of land and water as big pluses, ference." The summit ended around
tucky Summit in Madisonville. He and lauded the community col- 4:30, with provisional plans to
set the tone for the day-long analy- leges and universities as sources organize other regional leadership
sis of the region's strengths and of might for west Kentucky.
For more information, contact
"We have opportunities in
challenges by itemizing the hurWest Kentucky at P.O.
Leadership
substantial
a
roads,
dles west Kentucky has faced in tourism, great
KY 42071. The
Box
Murray,
cli1428,
mild
a
and
investment
military
the past.
Geographic isolation, caused by mate," he stated, rounding off the phone number is 502-762-3294.
Those interested in broader
the barriers of the rivers, meant list.
As he remarked that many in issues of leadership may also want
that west Kentucky was settled
later than the rest of the state. the region complain that the seat to know more about the Kentucky
Furthermore, according to Al Smith, of power in the commonwealth is Long-Term Policy Research Centhe lack of big cities meant a firmly entrenched in Louisville, Al ter's Nov. 16-17 workshop on Civic
Smith pointed to an example of Entrepreneurship.
dearth of available financing.
The agenda features distin"Louisville invested only as far west Kentucky success in Alben
guished political, educational, busi-.
west as Elizabethtown," remarked Barkley.
"He didn't know he was an ness, human services and civic
Smith, adding that in the past west
Kentucky looked to cities outside underdog," Smith maintained. "He leaders from Kentucky, as well as
the state for infusions of venture didn't whine about the Golden Tri- Douglas Henton,of Palo Alto, Calif.
Henton is author of "Grassroots
capital, including Nashville, Mem- angle."
Al Smith finished up by exhort- Leaders for a New Economy," a
phis and St. Louis.
Smith also pointed to educa- ing the group to ignore tradition- handbook for transforming comtion as an issue in the earlier days al boundaries that have kept the munities through civic entrepreof west Kentucky, as well as region from mobilizing as a sin- neurship.
For registration details, contact
racism. "The Black Patch Wars gle force.
Research center at 1-800-853the
want
build
you
and
what
"Decide
didn't help," he claimed. •
He went on to recount a shame- common goals and strategies to 2851.
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Access to care a problem
WASHINGTON (AP) — There
was a lot of talk about health
care this year in Washington, most
of it about placing new rules on
HMOs and improving the quality
of care.
But recent news from the Census Bureau offers a reminder that
a significant if less-discussed problem remains: access to health care.
The report found that 16.1 percent of Americans — or 43.4 million people — had no health insurance for all of 1997, up from
15.6 percent in 1996.
It was the steepest increase in
five years, and came despite a
booming economy that created millions of new jobs.
"It's ironic and frightening," said
Edie Rasell, an economist at the
labor-backed Economic Policy
Institute. "If the uninsured rate is
going up during the best economic
situation we've had in 30 years,
what's going to happen when we
have a recession?"
The increase drives home the
point that improving the health
care system involves a complex
set of tradeoffs rarely acknowledged among politicians looking
to solve one problem at a time
— whether it be improving quality, expanding access to care or
controlling costs.
"It's part of the metaphorical
balloon. You press on one side
and it pops out on the other side,"
said Ron Pollack, president of the
consumer group Families USA.
For example. opponents of this
year's unsuccessful drive (or new
rules on health maintenance organizations say any such effort will
simply drive up health care costs
— and thus lead even more companies to drop insurance coverage for their workers.
Supporters of these HM6 rules
argue the costs are minimal and
worthwhile. and won't lead to
more, uninsured people.
Complicating the argument is the
fact that it's not entirely clear
why thenumber of uninsured Amer
icans increased in 1997. /
Economists mostly-Name the
increase on the prevalence of lowincome jobs that offer no health
benefits. along with the steep prive
some workers must pay to use
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LAURA MECKLER
Associated Press Writer
insurance that is offered.
Last year, about 6 million Americans did not take insurance that
was offered at work, a government study found. Part-time
employees may not be eligible for
insurance at all or be able to
afford it, said Pat Schoeni of theNational Coalition on Health Care.
Although the number of jobs
grew, the number of people with
coverage
company-sponsored •
stayed relatively steady, with 61.4
percent of Americans getting insurance from the workplace, up from
61.2 percent in 1996.
Experts also point to welfare
changes, which place people into
low-wage jobs that often,- don't
offer coverage.
Indeed, the Medicaid rolls have
dropped, and many of these people have, not replaced their government-provided coverage with
private insurance.
"People arc either losing welfare eligibility or just moving off
of welfare because the economy
is picking up," said Paul Fronstin, of the Employee Benefits
Research Institute, a nonpartisan
group backed by insurance companies, other businesses and consumer and labor groups.
But these explanations cannot
fully explain the increase in the
number of people without insurance. Census calculations indicate
the number of-poor Americans Without insurance held steady in 1997;

thus the increase came among
those with higher incomes.
About half the jump was among
between
earning
households
$25,000 and $50,000 a year, which
could include some relatively poor
families but also some middleclass ones.
"That's the group where the
fiscal pressures are the greatest,"
said Diane Rowland, president of
the Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and the Uninsured."Even with
an improving economy, health
insurance is not becoming more
widely available for the people earning in the $25,000 to $35,000
.
range."
Even when premiums were
lower, many small businesses did
not offer their workers insurance,
and that hasn't changed despite
the tight labor market.
"They don't need to offer insurance coverage in order to attract
workers: Rowland said.
The other halt' of Americans
who lost insurance last year were•
in households earning more than
$75,000.
Some of these people could be 4,,,!
leaving traditional jobs to work4 '
as independent contractors — or,
using the good economic times to.
launch small businesses, analysts'.
suggest.
"They're feeling like they're:
healthy, they're going to risk it
for a year or two." the Econom-;
ic Pojicy Institu« 's Rased said. ',''
•
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'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
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Jasper Dale Koe'fin

Edgar Dwight Houston, 52, -Maplewood Circle, Murray, died
Monday, Oct. 19, 1998, at 6 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A self-employed construction worker, he attended Eastwood
Baptist Church. Born Nov. 30, 1945, he was the son of Marie
Gary Houston and the late edgar Houston.
Survivors include his wile, Mrs. Linda Duncan Houston; four
daughters, Mrs. Michelle. Hicks and husband, Michael, Mrs. Missy
Ellis and husband, Shane, Mrs. De Ann Benke and husband, Tony,
and Ms. Jessica Hargrove; three sons, Michael Houston and wife,
Debbie, Jimmy Houston and wife, Stacey, and Allan Houston; and
one stepson, Jason Hargrove, all of Murray; three stepgrandchildren.
Also surviving are his mother, Mrs. Marie Gay Houston; two
sisters, Mrs. Carolyn Marshall and husband, Wayne, and Ms. Peggy
Houston; five brothers, Randy Houston and wife, Vicki, Donnie
Houston and wife, Carla, Larry Houston and wife, Deborah, Billy
Houston and wife, Linda, and Charles'Houston, all of Murray.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Miller Funeral Home Of Murray. The Rev. Larry Duffer will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6 to 9 p.m. tonight
(Tuesday).
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Gren Harris
--

Glen Hatris,-60;Earl Court, Mut;
ray, died Tuesday, Oct. 20, 1998,
at 12:10 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He had retired in 1994 as manager of Thurman Furniture Co..
Murray, after 37 years of service
A member of Russell Chapel United Methodist Church, he had attended Grace Baptist Church for over
30 years. Born Aug. 22, 1938, in
Calloway County, he was the son
of Ruby Willoughby Harris and
the late Rupert Harris.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Mary Blackwell Harris; one daughter, Mrs. Alesia Harris Knight and
husband, Tony, Murray; two sons,
Larry Bell and wife, Debbie, Murray, and Michael Conner and wife,
Dorisanna, Reidland; his mother,
Mrs. Ruby Willoughby Harris, one
.sister, Mrs. Valta Harris Ross and
husband, James, and two brothers, Ralph Harris and wife. Sue,
and Larry Harris and wife, Marty,
all of Murray; six grandchildren,
Katlyn Cullop, Doug Bell, Carrie
Bell, Sara Conner, Deanna Conner, and Amy Conner; one greatgrandchild, Kaley Conner.
The funeral will be .Thursday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev.
Sammy Cunningham,the Rev. Jerry
Lee, and the Rev. k.J. Burpoe will
officiate. Music will be by Nel-
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Jasper Dale Koehn, 2 days, Morgan Drive, Murray, died Monday morning, Oct. 19, 1998,at Kosair's Children's Hospital, Louisville.
He was born Oct. 16, 1998, in Mayfield.
Survivors include his parents. TimothY and Marilyn Koehn, and
one brother, Douglas Koehn. Murray; his grandparents, Earl (Gene)
and Louise Koehn, Burns, Kan., and Laurel and Nelda Koehn,
Farmington; one aunt; three uncles.
graveside services will be Wednesday at 10:30 a.m. at Harmony Church Cemetery near Lynn Grove. Lynn Webel will officiate.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 7 to 9
p.m. tonight (Tuesday).

Forrest 0. (Pete) Tatlock

The Murray High Tiger Band
performed at its final regular season competition for this fall, the
Hopkinsville Invitational. Saturday.
The band receive a distinguished rating...Best Percussion
honor and first place in Class AA
for , efforts in preliminary performance. Its gcore earned it the
opportunity to perform in the finals
competition, where it was ranked
sixth overall and the highest scoring Class AA hand.
The hand will perform Saturday at the Class AA Regional
Mardiing Competition at Central
- Hardin High School. where it _will
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Garland new deputy

Mrs. Sue Bebber

GLEN HARRIS
son Key, soloist, and Emma Dean
Lawson, pianist.
Pallbearers will be Sid Jobs,
Bill Page, Larry Hurt, Howard
Coy, Wallace Willoughby, and Jerry
Scarbrough. Burial will follow in
Sugar Creek Baptist Church Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Wednesday.
Expressions of sympathy may
be made to the Grace Baptist
Church Building Fund, 617 South
9th St., Murray, KY 42071.

black students, created a racially
hostile environment and caused an
increase in harassment.
U.S. District Judge Stephen
McNamee dismissed the lawsuit

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE

762-0000

in January 1997, saying he was
aware that the language in the
books was offensive and hurtful
but did not find their assignment
discriminatory.

Investments Since 1854.

Prices as
of 9 a.m.
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The biggest problem every farmer faces is
the inability to predict the future.
Since you never know when or
11 I all1114'".- '
where a disaster will strike, you
taii•
ono
•••
need to insure your farm with someone
you can trust. I'll provide you with the perfect Grange
coverage to protect your farm from the threat of the
unknown, and you can count on my experience and
commitment to personal service to keep you safe
well into the unforeseeable future.. So call me today
INSURANCE
}o7 partner rn po
for more information about Grange Farm Insurance.

David R King

MELVIN HENLEY
Judge Executive
Calloway County
Platform Plank #1

•Holding Fiscal Court mettings in the evening so most citizens have an
opportunity to attend.
"People need to know what their government is saying and doing,.and government wods better when the people have a chance to express their
opinions." — Melvin Henley

• Requiring all county departments and committees to make regular
reports to the Fiscal Court so that all citizens have the opportunity to be
informed of county activities.
"Government must be an open book to the citizens. I will offer a monthly
report to the press so that people will know, first-hand, what their tax dollars are doing for them." — Melvin Henley

•Working with the Fiscal Court to improve roads.
"Our roads, streets and highways get us to school, to work and take our
products to market. They are not conveniences; they can be the difference
between life and death, between poverty and economic growth." — Melvin
Henley
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Your Farm
. . . .,*
Is Your
6,. . . „
Life - And
You Can't
Entrust
That To
Just
Anyone.

ELECT

To ensure open and equal county government for all the residents
of Calloway County by:

INS aldek

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

of the hooks discriminated against

e than

JOHN YOUNG
its eflorts to qualify
for the state competition in Bowling Green Oct. 31.

continue in

Forrest 0. (Pete) Tatlock, 82, Georgetown, Ohio, died Sunday,
Oct. 18, 1998, at the Brown County General Hospital there.
Mr. Tatlock was a former owner and operator of the Wayside
Inn in Russellville, Ohio, a World War 11 Army veteran, and a
member of Carey-Bavis Post #180 of the American Legion, Georgetown.
Born Nov. 9, 1915, in Richmond, Ind., he was the son of the
Staff Report
late Carl Tatlock and Bertha McConna Tatlock. One brother, Mack
Murray Ledger & Times
Tatlock, also preceded him in death. "
Karen Garland has become the
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mildred Hiler Tatlo4; one
first female deputy _sheriff from
son, Terry Tatlock and wife, Diana, Murray; one granddaughter,
-Calloway,County to graduate from
Sheri Wilson and husband, Jamie, Aurora, Ind.; one sister-in-law,. the state Justice Cabinet's DepartJosephine Hiler, Norwood, Ohio.
ment of Criminal Justice Training
The funeral will be Wednesday at 10:30 a.m. in the chapel of
Law Enforcement Basic Training
Cahall Funeral Home, Georgetown, Ohio. The Rev. Bruce Vincent
. Program in Richmond.
will officiate. Burial will follow in Confidence Cemetery, GeorgeGarland graduated Sept 4 after
town.
completing the 10-week, 400-hour
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6 to 8 p.m. tonight
program needed for law enforce(Tuesday).
ment.
Her primary, duties include providing security at the Calloway
County Judicial Building and servThe funeral for Mrs. Sue Bebber will be today at 2 p.m. in
ing warrants an4 civil papers.
the chapel. of Miller Funeral Home. The Rev. David Cunningham
KAREN GARLAND
according to Sheriff Stan Scott
and the Rev. Grandville Courtney will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Jody Bebber, Casey Bebber, David Parrish,
Bryant Bebber, William Wilbanks, and Jimmy Ellis. - Burial will
follow in Hicks Cemetery.
512.50-14.50
S 1-2 2,00-215 lbs.
Mrs. Bebber, 63, Riley Court, Murray, died Saturday, Oct. 17,
ederal State Market Nes4s Ser,.tcr October
Sows
1998, at 8:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She was
20, 1998 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Alarket
512.00-14.00
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
Report Includes 2 Buying Stations Receipts:
of Baptist faith.
514.00-16.00
US 1-3 300450 lbs.
Act 163 Est. 310 Barrows & Gilts 82.50 lower
$16.00-18.00
Born Aug. -5, 1935, she was the daughter of the late BrownUS 1-3 450-525 lbs.
SOWS Steady
618.00-24.00
US 1-3 525 & up lbs
low Brown and Mary Tolliver Brown. One son, Kyle Glen Beb522.50-23.00
US 1-3 230-260 lbs.
611.00-12.00
US 2.3300-500 lbs.
$18.50-21.50
US 1-3 215-230 lbs.
her, one sister, Cathleen Charlton, and one brother, Jack Brown,
Boars $6.00-6.50
$22.0042.50
US 3-4 260.280 lbs.
preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Kyle Bebber; one daughter, Mrs.
Charlotte Latham and husband, Allen; three sons, Lecile Bebber
and wife, Teresa, Harold Bebber and wife, Carolyn, and Gene
Bebber and wife. Lisa; and daughter-in-law, Mrs. Glenna Hurst.
Specializing in Dean
all of Murray; nine grandchildren, David Parrish, Lisa Bebber,
Jody Bebber, Casey Bebber, Wendy Wilbanks, Ashley Bebber, Takand General Tires
ina Bomar, Heather Ashby, and Bryant Bebber; one great-grandOpen Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12
child, Addison Glen Bebber; three sisters, Mrs. Frances Lane and
husband, Robert, Mrs. Rhoda Lane and husband, Bert, and Mrs.
Blanch Brown and husband; Jake; four brothers, J.D. Brown and
wife, Opal, James Brown and wife, Nellie, Wayne Brown and
wife, Peggy, and Dale Brown and, wife, Rita; one sister-in-law,
401 N. 4th St.
Mrs. Ruth Brown, all of the Greenville, Tenn., area.
Owner - Ronnie Melvin

Court won't take'Huck Finn'off list
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A
federal appeals court on Monday
rejected a black woman's request
to remove "Huckleberry Finn" and
a William Faulkner story .from the
required-reading list at her daughter's Arizona high school.
Courts cannot "ban books or
other literary works from school
curricula on the basis of their content ... even when the works are
accused Of being racist," the 9th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals said.
The court allowed the parent,
-Kathy Monteiro, to sue the Tempe
Union High School District for
allegedly failing to respond to complaints that white students were
harassing blacks with racial slurs
and graffiti. But the judges said
the school could not be required
to remove the books as a way to
reduce harassment.
Ms. Monteiro had • sought to
remove Mark Twain's "The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn" and
Faulkner's"A Rose for Emily" from
the required-reading list for ninthgrade English classes.
She was unhappy that her daughter, now a senior at McClintock
High School, had to read the books
which repeatedly use the, word
"nigger."
The lawsuit said the assignment
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MHS band
competes in
Hopkinsville
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•We will establish a long-range road plan and let people know
what it is.
•We will prioritize County roads on the basis of need and
numbers of people served — not politics or personal power.
ON NOVEMBER 3, VOTE FOR

HENLEY
County Judge-Executive For

INSURANCE CENTER

Calloway County

OF MURRAY

Your Experienced Candidate

901 Sycamore, Murray

753-8355

Pad Fuc By Nelyin Henley For County
Tim Miller Tleasurer
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The PAW Prints recent issue published by the Humane Society of Calloway County has a front page picture of Jack Wagar
and his dog, Buddy, who won first place in the Dog-Owner
Look-Alike contest at the Bark in the Park at Murray-Calloway County Park. Wagar and his wife. Betty, reside on South
16th Street, Mterray. They are both retired from the Murray
Independent School System.
Other winners in this event and other contests are also pictured in the PAN, Prints. The Humane Society is an asset to
Murray and CallOway County for their promotions. For information about memberships and other activities call 492-8838.

Ministerial association will meet

a social hour, buffet and dance.
Calloway County High School's Class of 1978 recently held its 20-year reunion with
classmates and guests. Awards
130
over
by
attended
was
classmates,
The event, organized by a committee of former
, youngest child, and most
grandchildren
most
changed.
most
changed.
were presented in several areas including least
are still available by callclassmates
the
of
many
on
information
miles traveled. Books with addresses and biographical
ing Karen Belcher at 753-8674.

Eastwood schedules festival

BIRTHS

Eastwood Christian Academy
will have an International Fall Festival and Auction on Friday from
5 to 9 p.m. at the school, located one mile east of Murray on Highway 94 East.
Food and games representing
the countries of France, Mexico,
Italy. China. Japan,. and the United States will be a part of the
evening festivities.
Tickets purchased at the door

Zachary Reed Boardman

Matthew and Stacy Boardman of Murray are the parents of a son.
Zachary Reed Boardman, born Tuesday. Oct. 6. 1998. at 8:24 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds four ounces and measured 19 1/4
inches.
Grandparents are Rita Henley of Murray, Mark Boardman of Altamonte Springs, Fla.. and Bill and Twila Bellairs of Winter Springs,
Fla.
Great-grandparents are Bill and Marge Boardman of Orlando, Fla.,
Rose Sheely of Murray, and Willa Cannon of Paola, Kan.

will be 25 cents each. Food items
and games range from two to four
tickets.
The auction will begin at 8
p.m. This will include household
furniture and appliances, exercise
equipment, office equipment, lawn
equipment, washer, games, outdoor decorations, home decorations,
grandfather clock cabinet. etc.
The public is invited to attend.
For information call 753-7744.

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Dismissals at Murray-Calloway as follows:
•
Newborn admission
County Hospital for Oct. 16 have
Sheparents.
boy,
baby
McClain
follows:
as
released
been
Robert Fulton Claud Jr.. Clin- lina and John Clay McClain. Mayton: Mrs. Joyce Ann Freeze. Farm- field.
Dismissals
ington; Mrs. Dania L. Kdym. BenHampton,
Hendrix
Robert
ton:
Mrs. Brandi Lee Rowland and Hardin; Hugh Gilbert Alton, Hazel;
Mrs. Robyn Roney McAllister,
twin baby girls. and Mrs. Nancy
M. Parm and baby boy, Mayfield; Donald Ray Robinson. Mrs. Martha
Miss Tracie L. Stewart. Paris. Sue Frizzell,
Miss Erika Nicole Cherry. and
Tenn.; Mrs. Michelle Dawn Noel
and baby girl, Cadiz; Eugene Charlie Franklin Arnett, all of
Murray.
Anthony Bayless. Hazel;
Expirations
Mrs. Naomi B. Rogers, Mrs.
Mrs. Eva T. Alexander and
Dorothy E. Sills. and Mrs. Hazel
Gladys Ilene Bebber. MurMrs.
Eunice Tabers. all of Murray.
ray.
One newborn •.admission, disFour newborn admissions and
missals, and two expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospi- dismissals at Murray-Calloway
tal for Oct. 17 have been released County Hospital for Oct. 18 have

been released as follov,s:
Newborn admissions
Orr baby girl, parents, Nora
and Michael, Kirksey;
Carroll baby boy, parents,
Pamela and Steven, Murray;
Pope baby girl, parents, Joyce
and David, Paris. Tenn.;
Cullop baby girl, parents. Holly

and Jeffery, Murray.
Dismissals Mrs. Sylvia Dell Puckett, Hazel;
Brady Austin Searing, Cadiz; Mrs.
Neta Jenny Fair, New Concord;
Rex Lynn Stone, Ray Terry
Broach Jr., Ms. Cindy M. Craig,
and Joe Henson Miller, all of
Murray.

Choir Boosters plan fundraiser
The Calloway County High
School Choir Parents •Association
will sponsor its second annual chili
supper/choir concert at the CCHS
cafeteria on Friday.
Food will be served from 5 to
6:30 p.m. and the music will begin
at 5:15 p.m.
CPS President Steve Harper said
the menu will include chili, hot
dogs, drinks and desserts.
Tickets are $5 per person for

all the chili you can eat.
Family passes are available for
$20.
The concert portion will feature music by the Advanced, Girls
and Freshmen Choirs from CCHS,
as well as selected soloists and
ensembles.
Money raised from the chili
supper will be used to purchase
sheet music and additional formal
outfits for choir members.

JEWELRY SALE
Murray Woman's Club House
704 Vine Street, Murray
Thursday, October 22
(4
'
10

The Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association will meet
Wednesday for breakfast, at 8 a.m. in the private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. All ministers in the area are
invited and urged to attend.

NARFE Chapter will meet

Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet Friday at 12:30 p.m. at Green Horse
Cafe, Highway 121 North. Craig McDuffle, official for Kenlake
foods, will be the speaker. Richard Huddleston, president, urges all
NARFE members and prospective members to attend.

Dinner planned on Saturday

Ladies Guild of St. Leo Catholic Church will sponsor a barbecue dinner on Saturday from 5 to 8 p.m. at the Parish Center.
Tickets at $5 for adults, $4 for seniors (60 and above). $3 for
children, 5 to 12 years, and $1 for children, four and under, will
be available at the door. The public is invited to attend, a guild
member said.

Compassionate group will meet
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the
board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is a group
comprised of those who have lost an infant, child or young adult
through accident, illness, sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS),
still births or miscarriages. For more information contact Hilda
Bennett at 498-8324.

SOS plans Halloween dance
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will sponsor its annual
Halloween dance Saturday from 7:30 to 11:30 p.m. in the Joe
Creason Building in the Benton City Park. Prizes will be given for
best costumes and music will be by Rill Raymer DJ. Each one is
asked to bring snacks to share, but drinks will be furnished. Admission Will be $5. For more information call Vicky at 759-5395.

Cemetery fundraiser Saturday
A community fish fry will be Saturday at Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church. Serving will be from 5 to 7:30 p.m. with
cost being $5 per plate. Proceeds will go. toward the upkeep of
the Brooks Chapel-Gordon Cemetery. The public is invited to attend
to support this endeavor to raise funds for the cemetery maintenance, a committee member said.

Tree Park dedication Thursday
• The Murray Rotary Club will dedicate its Tree Park Thursday
at 4:30 p.m. in the Murray-Calloway County Park. The project was
started in 1986 and is in honor of Rotarians who have died since
the project began. The public is invited to attend.

WKPIC will meet Friday
The West Kentucky Private Industry Council will have its 15th
annual meeting and luncheon Friday at 10 a.m. at the West Kentucky Convention Center, Hopkinsville. Nancy Hawkins, Region IV
Department of Labor Office of Employment and Training, will be
speaker. For more information and reservations call the Purchase
Area Development District, Mayfield, at 1-502-247-7171.

Jewelry sale Thursday

Priced From 55 Sponsored by Murray Woman's Club - a nonprofit organization.

The Murray Woman's Club will be Thursday from 10 a.m. to
7 p.m. at the club house. Prices will range from $5 to $50. Punch
and cookies will be served. The public is urged to attend, according to Suzy Crook, finance chairman.

SAVE LIVES- GIVE BLOOD
CERTIFIED NURSE-MIDWIVES PARTICIPATE IN
MAJOR WESTERN KENTUCKY' HEALTH PLANS

JCPenneye
wetornei a new

Ticket Sales Begin at 7 p.m. nightly

Located at the Murray-Calloway Co.
Fairgrounds on Hwy. 121 just
north of Murray.

Admi5sion:
•

Group Discounts
with advanced
reservations.
Call
767-0370

As members, of the Jackson Purchase
Physician Association, Certified Nurse
Midwives Candace Rich! and Lisa Alvey are

to their 314

participants in most of the Western Kentucky
Health Insurance Plans.
Certified Nurse midwives have been shown
to-pcovide that something "special" for their
patients, not found in physician only
Obstetrical practices. Offices in Paducah,

Carolyn Sullivan

Benton, and Mayfield, Ky.
For that personalized level of care not found
elsewhere, contact CNM Candace Rich! or
1.i.sa Als;ey at Pinelake Women's Healthcare.

JCPenney
Lisa Alvey, CNM & Candace Ftiehl, CNM

I LOVE YOUR STYLE'
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

PINELAKE WOMEN'S HEALTHCARE

Murray, KY • 759-9811
Salon Hours: Mon.7Fd. 9 a.m.-8 p.m
Sat. 9 a.m.-8 p.m.; Sun. 1 p.m. 5 p.m
r
not rsterCani

CALI. 1-800-872:2295 FOR APPOINTMENT INFORMATION
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Kimberly Lynn Donaldson
and Michael Todd Anderson

Mrs. Hope Fox of Murray was
honored Oct. 3 with a surprise
celebration of her 90th birthday.
Me event was held at .her home.
• -An aftermxm of • reminiscing
was held by those attending which
included her daughter. Mrs. Joretta Randolph and husband. John,
and her son. Ronald Lee Fox and
wife, Janella, all of Murray.
All three of her grandchildren
attended including David Randolph
and wife, Ann, Bloomington, Ind.;
Denise Peyer and . husband,
Jonathan, Duluth, Ga.; and KaDonna Randolph, West Lafayette, Ind.
Both of her great-grandchildren.
John Cameron Randolph, 3, and
Hope Katherine Randolph, four
months, came and brought her a
large birthday card with life-sized
, outlined drawings of themselves.
Another surprise was the arrival
of her niece, Jackie Graham and
husband, Bob, Indianapolis, Ind.,
and a special family friend, Doris
Rose. Murray.
Later in the afternoon finger
sandwiches,fruits and relishes were
served along with a birthday cake
decorated with--the %fiords: TIlaPpy.
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(AP) — There is no other holiday quite like it: On what other
night is the world transformed
ghosts and goblins, witches
into
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Donaldson of Paducah announce the engagement and warlocks? Halloween is funand approaching marriage of their daughter, Kimberly Lynn Donald- filled for parents and children,
son, to Michael Todd Anderson, son of Mr. and Mrs..Jimmy Clapp provided care is taken to make it
and Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Anderson, all of Benton.
as safe as possible.
Ms. Donaldson is the granddaughter of Mr.. and Mrs. Thomas
It's wise for parents to take
Inman of Benton and of Mrs. Betty Donaldson of Paducah and the safety • precautions even while
late Kenneth Donaldson.
preparing for the holiday.
Mr. Anderson is the grandson of Mrs. Helen Jones of Benton, Ivan
Age often determines the extent
Doom of Livingston County, and the late Mr. and Mrs. Randall Ander- of a child's participation in the
son of Benton.
holiday. Young children, between
The bride-elect is a 1998 graduate of Murray State University and the ages of 2 and 5, may be
is a member of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority. She is employed by Mur- frightened by some of Halloween's
ray Independent Schools as a fourth grade teacher.
scary characters such as creepy
The groom-elect is a 1998 graduate of Murray State University and
witches and ghosts.
is a member of Sigma Chi fraternity. He is employed by Murray
With children of this age, parIndependent Schools as a sixth grade science teacher.
may want to provide an explaents
The wedding will be Saturday, Nov. 14, 1998, at 7 p.m. at Trin- nation of the holiday using terms
ity United Methodist Church, Paducah.
like "dress up," "pretend" or
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
"make-believe" that may make the
holiday more comprehensible.
By the age of 8 or 9, most
children are old enough to distinguish between fantasy and realCauliflower Gratin with Pro- crumbs. Bake in lower third of ity. These youngsters may enjoy
oven until bubbly and browned, dressing up, or encountering, scary
sciutto
about 30 minutes. Let rest 15 min- demons.
2
(about
cauliflower
1 head
utes before serving. Serve with
pounds before trimming)
2 1/2 tablespoons butter, plus chicken, lamb to pork. Makes 6
'servings.
more for baking dish
3 tablespoons fine bread crumbs
(see note)
2 tablespoons all-purpose flour
3/4 cup milk
3/4 dip low-sodium chicken
broth'
1 bay leaf
1 garlic clove, peeled and halved
1 ounce prosciutto (1 large or
2 small thin slices)
1 cup grated Cheddar cheese
or Provolone cheese
Trim cauliflower and divide inti
florets. In a large pot of boiling
salted water, cook florets until just
tender, about 6 minutes. Drain and
run under cold water to stop the
cooking.
Melt 1/2 tablespoon butter in
a small saucepan over moderate
heat. Add bread crumbs and stir
to coat with butter. Season with
salt. Cook, stirring, until bread
crumbs are golden brown, about
5 minutes: Set aside.
Melt 2 tablespoons butter in a
small saucepan over moderate heat
Add flour and whisk to blend.
Cook 1 minute, then add milk.
broth, bay leaf and garlic, Bring
to a boil, whisking, then adjust
heat to maintain a bare simmer
and cook 8 to 10 minutes, scraping sides of pan with a spatula
occasionally. Season with salt and
pepper. Remove bay leaf and garlic. Keep warm. Preheat oven to 400 F. Cut floPrivate Class
rets in halves or quarters and
& FREE Uniform
arrange in butterednlow-sided oval
baking dish just large enough , to
hold them in one layer. Season
with salt and pepper. Pour sauce
ihhtein11,u11,..
over the cauliflower._Tear prosciutto
Detei.x.t.
10
llow
sauce.
over
scatter
and
into shreds
the
hotit Vie
around with
Top with cheese, then wj.th bread
hang
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As Halloween eve approaches.
parents will want to' make sure
that their child's costume is safe.

10th Anniversary

Celebration
25%-50% OFF
All In-Stock Merchandise
Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

See New Styles For This Season!

J.T. LEE,Jeweler
Dixieland Center • Chestnut Street • Murray
759-1141 • Hours 10-6 Monday thru Friday
VISA

"
06(-10t

Nevus

%Bevel Mirror Flower Vases
•Pearl Picture Frames
•
8x10 & 5x7
403 Chestnut St., Murray
• 502-759-2017
Hours: Tues.-Fri. 10-5 p.m.
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YOU CAN'T BUY THIS.

Joint Commission
on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations

When you leave the hospital to go home, you feel better.
don't you?
Being at home givps you more choices.One of those choices
is Holland Medical.
You might choose Holland because of nearly 15 years of
experience in home health equipment.There is no substitute
for professional experience,and Holland is accredited by the
Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations.
No matter which hospital you use, or which doctor you see,
you still have a choice for home health equipment. Holland is
one of your choices.
Your Number One Choice.

Holland Medical EquipmentANAN11111/11
PADUCAH
1914 Broadway • KY 42001
502-442-6311
Toll Free: 1-900-223-4947

411ftWat&

MURRAY
905 Arcadia Circle • Ky/42071
. 502-753-1465
Toll Free: 1-8007227-4125

Share it with us!
1111

1
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In roductory

3n

90th Birthday Ma."
Mrs. Fox was born Oct. 12,
1908, near Cherry Corner. the
daughter of the late T.E. and Cora
Yarbrough. She was married for
54 years to the late Lee Warren
Fox.
Mrs. Fox attended Murray .state
in the 1930s and taughf elementary sthool for several years at
Cherry Comer and Outland in Calloway County and at Marion in
Crittenden -Canty.

Holiday tips for parents
Donaldson-Anderson
wedding to be Nov. 14
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annual
the Joe
itren for
one is
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MRS. HOPE FOX

Murray Homeschoolers enjoyed a field trip to the Hancock
Biological Station of Murray State University recently (top
photo). Students also studied soil conservation at the Ag
Day at the MSU Farm. Pictured (bottom photo) are Josh
Lewis, Jacob McKenzie, Andrew Kilby, Michael Siebold,
Jacinda Lewis and James Cavitt.
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Anderson excited
about first squad
Hatfield added to
MSU coaching staff
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
Through the first three days of
practice, Murray State basketball
cpach Testc.ster_ Anderson can. feel .
the excitement running through the
Racer program.
With three starters and five
other letterwinners returning from
last season's 29-4 NCAA Tournament squad, along with some talented newcomers.and a new arena,
Anderson's fir§t season as head
coach at MSU appears to be one
that promises fun for himself, the
players and the Racer fans.
"I thought the players came in
in as good a shape since I've been
here,- Anderson said after Monday's practice in the new Regional Special Events Center. "We're
ready to get going."
staff
coaching
Anderson's
includes a change added just last
month in Jim Hatfield, formerly

the head coach at Mississippi State
and Southwest Louisiana. Hatfield
replaces Bob Eskew, who resigned
this summer.
"Jim coached one of the best
players I ever coached from the
high school level when he was at
Mississippi State," Anderson said.
"He brings a lot to the program."
Hatfield -most recently coached
at the University of the Virgin
Islands, but a hurricane destroyed
much of the school, and the athletic program was later dropped.
Hatfield calls the Racer coaching staff, which also includes Bill
Hodges and Chris Woolard, -the
most compatible, hard-working staff
I've ever been associated with."
-I'm proud to be part of this
program," Hatfield said. "The players here are great. I love the way
they play hard and respond with
effort. They make you feel good
about coaching, and I'm having
fun."
Anderson said the veteran trio
of himself; Hodges, who directed
Indiana State to the NCAA championship game with Larry Bird in
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1979; and Hatfield is a perfect
complement so Woolard, a former
graduate assistant at UCLA who later came to Murray State to join
Mark Gottfried's staff.
"Chris cements it all together,"
Anderson said. "We have a really fine staff here. We're very compatible and each coach gives and
takes. _ We have some really good
-•
teachers-here." —
Even in light of his stint as a
head coach in the Southeastern Conference, Hatfield said from what
he has seen and heard, the fan
support at Murray State ranks favorably with that at schools in much
larger conferences than the Ohio
Valley Conference.
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MARK YOUNG/Ledger photo

First-year Murray State men's
basketball coach Tevester
Anderson (left) and assistant
Jim Hatfield watch Monday's
practice.
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Padres hope for change of luck at home
Yankee Stadium to Qualcomm Sta- 10 win over the Philadelphia Eagles.
By BEN WALKER
Gwynn has done his part with
dium change their luck?
AP Baseball Writer
"What I've seen from New York four hits in the Series. Yet unless
SAN DIEGO (AP) — There in the first two games, I'll have Padres pitching improves, it could
are freeways outside the ballpark to admit, is very impressive," Padres be over real soon. The Yankees
instead of subways. And there are star Tony Gwynn said Monday. have tagged San Diego for nine
palm trees just beyond the out- "We're down 0-2, but we can get runs in each of the first two games.
field walls rather than monuments back in ,this thing if we play our
Of the 44 teams to take a 2-0
to Babe Ruth and Lou Gehrig.
game, which is pitching and defense lead in the World Series, 33 have
gone on to win the championship.
Even before the first pitch tonight and some timely hits."
David Cone will start tonight
on
player
Gwynn was the first
in Game 3. the World Series, has
former Yankees pitcher Steragainst
off-day
Padres'
the
for
field
the
a different look.
the NLCS MVP.
Hitchcock,
ling
grass
the
out
checking
workout,
and
Padres
Diego
San
the
But
has beaten
already
Hitchcock
durtheir 65,000 fans are wondering in right field torn up Sunday
and
Johnson
Randy
Houston's
13Chargers'
Diego
San
the
— will a change in scenery from ing

Atlanta's Greg Maddux and Tom rest."
Hitchcock will have a few advanGlavine in the playoffs. Now he's
likely to face his toughest challenge, tages that Padres starters Kevin
trying to shut down the Yankees. Brown and Andy Ashby did not
"They can hit. Bottom line, they have. For one thing, he's feeling
a little better, -aside from some
can hit," Hitchcock said.
Cone traveled to the West Coast congestion — a flu. bug bit the
on Sunday, before the Yankees San Diego staff right before the
romped 9-3 in Game 2. He was opener.
Hitchcock will have two other
already in San Diego relaxing while
in his favor — he'll be
factors
watching the victory.
"This is the time of year when facing a lineup that does not include
pitchers feel a bit fatigued," he a designated hitter, and he'll be
said. "I'm looking forward to clos- pitching at twilight.
The DH is not used for games
ing this out and getting a nice
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at the NL park, meaning Cone, acareer .152 hitter, will be batting.
That also could mean Chili Davis
will be on the bench, although
Yankees manager Joe Torre held
out the "wild card" possibility his
regular DH might play left field.
"David Cone is sure I picked
him for Game 3 because of his
bat," Torre joked. "Without the
DH, you have to pay a lot more
attention. You have to be aware
of double-switches. You have that
See Page 9

Jets look
to build
on win
over Pats

Cards, Eagles
split openers
in district
soccer tourney

By HOWARD ULMAN
AP Sports Writer
FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) — A
stunning loss might be just what
the New England Patriots need to
start winning again. It worked for
the New York Jets.
Monday night's 24-14 victory
by the Jets was another twist in
the topsy-turvy world of the NFL.
They were reeling from a 30-16
loss to a mediocre St. Louis team,
while the Patriots were rolling
after a 40-10 rout of powerful
Kansas City.
"We have to keep on doing
what we did," Jets running back
Curtis Martin said."We can't come
out and play like a great team
one week and be awful the next
week. No team can win that way."
Still, the Jets improved to 33,.tying Buffalo in the AFC East.
Division co-leaders New England
and Miami (4-2) face each her
Sunday.
"How we respond next week

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Mayfield and Graves County split a doubleheader in
the opening round of the Second District soccer tournament Monday night at Calloway County High School.
In girls' action. Mayfield advanced to a semifinal
match with Marshall County today at 5:30 p.m. on the
strength of a 2-0 victory over Graves County.
The Eagles came back in the boys contest to score a
2-1 win over the Cardinals, sending them to a semifinal
matchup with Murray tonight at 7:30..
Girls
Mayfield 2, Graves Co. 0
The contest remained a scoreless tie until Kari Falder
and Ann Bradford connected on second half goals for
the Lady Cardinals.
Leslie Tucker collected four saves to lead Mayfield
while Charley Beth Allen had two for Graves. The Lady
Eagles totaled 10 while the Lady Cardinals added nine.
Mayfield improved to 5-13 on the season while Graves
County finished with a 2-15 mark. See Page 9
MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Graves County's Vincent Lowery (left) and Mayfield's Alex Hale try to control the ball in Monday's first-round match of the Second District
soccer tournament at Calloway County.
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Tyson gets license back; Magic Johnson, Ali advisors
By TIM DAHLBERG
AP Sports Writer
LAS VEGAS (AP) — Mike
Tyson won the biggest split decision of his life. Now, with the
help of a certain former' basketball player. he could be back in
thti ring before the year ends.
"Int just happy I won," Tyson
said After the Nevada Athletic Commission voted 4-1 Monday to return

the license it revoked when he bit
Evander Holyfield-s ears 15 months
ago.
With Magic Johnson and
Muhammad Ali backing him up.
Tyson seemed near tears upon learn-.
ing he would be allowed to return
from his boxing exile.
He promised to put his life in
order as he prepares to return to
the sport he loves and the heavy-

Other sources close to Tyson weight division he once terrorized.
When he does, Johnson _says told The Associated Press, though.
he will replace the spiky-haired that Johnson's role might not be
Don King as Tyson's new pro- as big as he believes, and that
moter and help guide the career adviser Shelly Finkel will hele
and jroubled personal life of the Ty(on make most of his major 32-year-old former heavyweight decisions.
"Shelly fs still tge guy,- said a
champion.
"I'll be the closest guy to him, source, who asked not to be idenmaking all the decisions:- John- tified.
The first decision will he when
son Said.

Tyson fights again. He could box before the commission Monday in•
Repeat of a hearing a month ago
at a Las Vegas casino as early'as
Dec. 5, although Johnson said it that went on for six hours before
will not he against a" top oppo- commissioners ordered psychological tests for Tyson before maknent.
"We're going to be bringing ing a decision.
This time. though, it was a far
Mike along very slowly,- Johnson
atmosphere as Tyson sat
different
him
for
said. "Don't be looking
Monica, and lawyer,
wife.
his
with
"
champions.
these
to be fighting
It %was a.contrite and thoroughly
humbled Tyson who appeared •See. Page 9
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NBA owners get
big win Monday
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MSU's Nelson volleyball freshman of week
Freshman volleyball standout Audrey Nelson was named Ohio Valley Conference Freshman of the Week for the second time this season
Nelson. a 5-10 outside hitter, was named after setting a Murray State record
4er intacks in a single match with 83 at Tennessee Tech Oct 16 Nelson led all
hitters in that match with 28, making only five errors in the five-game match and
going error-free for the first three games
Murray State (9-11. 6-4 OVC) travels to Arkansas State today for a non -conference match against the Lady Indians (12-10) before returning home to its
league schedule against E'astern Kentucky (2-16, 2-9) Oct 23 at 7 p.m. CT and
Morehead State (8-13, 5-6) Oct 24 at 2 p.m The Racers are currently in fifth
place in the OVC, 4-1/2 matches behind leader Eastern Illinois (16-3, 11-0)
Southeast Missouri State is in second place in the league at 8-2, followed by
Tennessee Tech /7-2) and Austin Peay (6-3)

MSU rifle wins dual meet at Kentucky
LEXINGTON -- The Murray State rifle team defeated the University of Kentucky in a dual meet Oct. 18
The Murray State Gold squad won the event with an aggregate score of 6151
MSU Gold finished first in the smallbore with a score of 4627 and second in the
air rifle with 1524. The MSU Blue squad finished third in the event with 4445
points in the smallbore and 1495 in the air rifle for an aggregate score of 5940.
The next competition for the Murray State rifle team will be Saturday as the
Racers travel to the University of Memphis.

MSU men's tennis plays in UK tourney
Members of the Murray State men s tennis team fared well at the University of
Kentucky Fall Invitational Tournament this past weekend, including freshman
Nikola Aracic of Croatia, who advanced to the final round Aracic defeated two
players from the University of Michigan and a player from Ohio State to gain entry to his flight's championship round
Other MSU players included Tony Hardman and Raoul Bax, both of whom
won their first-round matches.
Head coach Mel Purcell was pleased with the outcome of the impromptu tournament.
-We picked this tournament up late, but we did really well, he said. it gives
our kids a lot of confidence that we can compete with these teams from the Big
10 Conference like Ohio State. Purdue and Indiana "

MSU women's tennis competes at Louisville
The Murray State women's tennis team competed at the Louisville Invitational
Tournament this past weekend, with one of the doubles teams making the final
round.
The duo of senior Brooke Berryman and freshman Maria Alonte fell in the
championship round.
The MSU doubles team of junior Nina•Sartz-Knudsen and freshman Yvonne
Thor lost in the final round of the consolation bracket's championship match.
Murray State will take part in the University of Memphis Tournament this
weekend.
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Patriots linebacker Ted Johnson
said. "Do we go in a corner and
suck our thumbs or do we do something about it?"
The Jets' improbable win came
one day after previously unbeaten
Jacksonville was upset by Buffalo
and heavily favored San Francisco
squeaked past lowly Indianapolis.,
"You can never get too comfortable ift this league," Johnson said.
"Believe me, we didn't take these
guys for granted."
The result wasn't the only unexpected aspect of the game. How
about Vinny Testaverde, starting
for an ineffective Glenn Foley, outplaying Drew Bledsoe? Or Kyle
Brady, who had caught seven
passes all season, catching five,
two of them for 1 -yard touchdowns, including the winner with
8:54 to go.
"All of us knew how dire the
situation was." Brady said of the
Jets' struggle to stay in contention.
"I'm glad I was one of the guys
who could get it turned right."
Coach Bill Parcells had plenty to
do with that.
He is 2-1 against the Patriots
since a rift with team owner Robert
Kraft hastened his departure after
he took the team to the 1997 Super
Bowl. His return and that of Martin, who left New England last
March as a restricted free agent,
was an attention-grabbing sideshow.
So was the motivational ploy of
Parcells and his assistants in walking out of practice Friday, leaving
players to run it.
"What Bill Parcells did Friday
didn't have anything to do with it,"
he claimed. "Give them credit."
For Pete Carroll. who succeeded
Parcells. the rivalry between the
teams didn't s'eetn to matter.
"It's no bigger loss than anothci
one," he said. "It's just a loss.The Jets took a 7-0 lead on Br,i
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As low as $859
Financing available as low
as $79 per month.

D & W Auto Parts
512 S. 121h St.
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dy's touchdown on their first possession, although a replay showed
he fumbled before crossing the goal
line.
The Patriots scored on their next
two possessions on rookie Robert
Edwards' I-yard run and Bledsoe's
6-yard pass to Lovett Purnell. Edwards set a record by scoring a
rushing touchdown in each of his
first six NFL games and gained 104
yards. Martin, who he replaced,
fushed for 107.
"I can run for 500 yards, and if
we don't win the game, running
500 yards is meaningless," Edwards said.
John Hall's 23-yard field goal
on the last play of the half cut New
England's lead to 14-10.

By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Nobody
gets paid until the lockout ends.
That was the ruling that
strengthened the bargaining position of NBA owners Monday when
an arbitrator rejected the union's
contention that 226 players with
more than $700 million worth of
guaranteed contracts should be paid
during the lockout.
"Upon full consideration of the
merits of the underlying dispute,
the grievance is denied," arbitrator
John Feerick wrote in an 82-page
ruling that shattered any hopes the
players had of gaining a big piece
of leverage in the labor dispute.
"The owners are kind of sitting
pretty now," Avery Johnson of the
San Antonio Spurs said. "They feel
they have all the power in their
hands. We have to see how to keep
the owners negotiating."
The league has already canceled
,the first two weeks of the, season,
costing the players about $100 million in lost salaries. More cancellations will probably be announced
next week since no new bargaining

situation that _ haunts National
League managers.— 'should. I try
sessions are scheduled and the - to get a pitcher through an inning
sides are far apart on the main issue
because, he's the second or third
of controlling the growth of Mawr, hitter the next inning?"
salaries.
Game 3 is scheduled to begin at
"I kind of expected it," union director Billy Hunter said. "I was
hoping Dean Feerick would be inclined to see things our way, but we
knew it would be a giant leap for
Sponsored By.
him to take, especially since he is a
-labor lawyer by profession."
The uncertainty of how Feerick
would rule was a factor in the stalemate all summer. and was one of
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
the reasons the sides have met only
bargaining
three times for formal
'Your more than one company agency."
sessions.
The players' resolve will now be
753-8355
David King 901 Sycamore
tested since they won't be getting
paychecks until the lockout is setPREP FOOTBALL POLLS
DIVISION I-AA POLL
tled. They had held out hope that a
LOutSVILLE. Ky [AP, — The top teams in the
HUNTINGDON VALLEY. Pa (AP) — The top
verdict in their favor would presKentucky Associated Press high school football
25 teams in the Sports Network Division I-AA
sure the owners to soften their
pos. with first-place votes records tote, points
football pot reith t,rst-place votes in parentheses
and previous rankings
records through Oct 18. points, and previous
stance and come to the table with-a
Class A AAA
ranking
"
better offer.
Rank-Schooi
FPV
Pvs
Rcd TP
Record Pts Pry
1 Ne[son Cc
(11)
1
8-0 146
7-0
1 George Southern 1881
2 320 2
"I think (the season) is more in
2 Lex Tates Creek (3)
(1)
8-0 131
2 Hampton
2
2 151 4
6-0
jeopardy now because the players
3 Heriletson Co
(lt
2 101 5
8-0 115
6-1
3 Western Illinois
3
4
L[cu
Northwestern
4
4
StaTEFT2)
93
-2
,
6
Iva%
'21)34'ET
'art—upSet they didn't- sViti."-- s'ald ill
1,t 1
lie -Lo-.. hem Creek CI)
5-1
5 McNeese State
7-1
93
5
881 7
Penny Hardaway of the Orlando
Lou DeSales
01
7
65
8-0
6 William 8 Mary
7 Lau St Xavier
7 Appalachian State
6-2
5-1
60
1680e 3
6
Magic.."We didn't put a lot of trust
9
A&M
685
1
Florida
6-1
Marshall Co
7-1
8
47
8
in winning the ruling."
.
9 North Hardin
6-2
9 Delaware
10
20
5-2
1.648 10

-Murray State loves basketball,"
he said. "I know we will have a lot
of people in the stands where some
of the larger schools even into
January will only have 3,000 to
7,000.
"There's more support here than
at some schools in the SEC; I'd
match anything we do here against
anybody in the country," Hatfield
added.
Besides the returning players, a
key addition is 6-5 junior college
transfer Marlon Towns, who started
his career at Arkansas and was a
high school teammate of former
Racer Vincent Rainey. .
Anderson is counting on his
players' experience for wins this

SCOREBOARD

The Insurance Center
of Murray

10 Lou PI Ridge Pk

From Page 10
Jim Jimmerson before the fivemember panel. Gone were other attorneys who presented the case in
the first meeting and Finkel, who
irritated the commission by trying
to get Tyson licensed in New Jersey in August.
Tyson and his wife both spoke
to the commission instead of the
lawyers. Johnson then gave a plea
and Ali's wife, Lonnie, read a statement from her husband, who sat
trembling next to her.
"I have made many mistakes in
my lifetime that cost me dearly,"
Afi said in the statement. "Let this
young man earn a living. Give him
a chance to redeem himself in the
ring."
In the end, the commission did
just that, voting quickly after the
three hours' of testimony to restore
the license that was revoked after
Tyson shocked the world by biting
Holyfield's ears during their June
28, 1997, heavyweight title fight.
"Mike, you have made a lot of
mistakes in your life," said commission chairman Dr. Elias
Ghanem. "I know that sometimes
you think you're a victim. But let
me tell you, that most of your problems are of your own making. You
and you alone have to take respon-

season.
"I think we will have more of an
inside presence this season, mainly
because we're older and more experienced," he said.
Also, Anderson said junior
Aaron Page, hampered by a recent
hand injury, is improving.
"His hand is not completely
healed, but it's getting better," he
said. "He's also been slowed by the
flu lately, so he's had a double
whammy. But I can tell he's getting
past that, too."
and Lady Racer
Anderson
coach Eddie Fields will offer more
insight into their respective 199899 squads Wednesday at Murray
State media day at the Regional
Special Events Center starting at
12:r30 p.m.

7-1

15

Others receiving votes Lou Trinity, Scott Co .
Lex Henry Clay. Madison Central, Owensboro
Apcilo. Lex Bryan Station, Central Hardin. Lex
Dunbar

INTyson...

1111Anderson...
From Page 10

5:20 p.m. PDT. a time when shadows can make it difficult for hitters
to see the ball.
Despite the early start, the park •
should be almost filled by the first
pitch. Unlike crowds for other
Southern California baseball teams.
the Padres fans arc known for making noise.

From Page 10

sibility for your life."
Tyson, dressed in a dark sports
coat and dress shirt, drew laughter
from a crowd of a few hundred
people at times with his statements
as he pleaded to be allowed to fight
again.
"You gentlemen have no idea
what it's like to be myself, no idea
what it's like," Tyson said. "I'm
not interested in being humiliated
anymore."
At only one point did Tyson appear to be losing his temper. when
he was questioned by commissioner James Nave, who cast the
only dissenting vote. His wife
tapped him on the leg to try to keep
him from talking further as he
sparred verbally with Nave.
"I'm at your mercy," Tyson told
Nave. "Please don't torture me any
longer, sir."

1111Soccer...
From Page 10
Boys
Graves Co. 2, Mayfield 1
Graves County took an early
one-goal lead and secured the win
early in the second half on a goal
by Shayne Jones.
The Cardinals tacked on a meaningless goal with just three seconds
remaining in the contest on a penalty kick from David Watts.
The Eagles outshot Mayfield by
a 20-12 count. Daniel Flournoy was
credited with eight saves for
Graves County while Brian Schorr
collected 12.
Graves upped its record to 7-11
while Mayfield ended with a 2-16
slate.

Class AAA
FPV
TP
Rank-School
Red
1 Ft Thomas Hinds [14)
8-0 149
8-0 131
2 Bowling Green
(1)
3 Bell Co
8-0 122
4 Ry le
6-2 106
7-1
5 Logan Co
62
6, Paducah Tilghman
57
5-3
7. Union Co.
42
5-3
29
7-1
8 Oldham Co
4-4
9 Coo Catholic
27
6-2
10 Lou Waggener
20

PVIS
1
2
3
4

a
6

Class A
Rcd
FPV
7-0
1 2)
4-0
(2)
7-1
8-0
8-1
6-2
6-2
5-3
7-1
5-2

1,396
1,224
1,170
910

15
19
21
12

4-2
5-2
5-1
4-2
4-2
4-2
3113
5-2
4-2
3-3

858
851
599
571
523
377
371
359
245
190

11
13
—
18
25
14
22
—
16
17

All Times CDT

TP Pvs
1
150
126 2
106 3
98 4
81 4
70 6
61 8
439
24 20 10

Others receiving votes: Boyle Co.. Bulktt East.
_
Bourbon Co. Russell. Hancock Co.
• - Drsturg F.arklin-Simpson

Rank-School
1 Beechvrood
2. Mayfield
3 Modlesboro
4 Can-awl:5,4e
5 P
6 Lou
7 Ha rrodsbufg
Bardstown
9 CrittendeieCo
10.Murray

5-1
4-2
5-2
5-1

WORLD SERIES

8
10

Others receiving votes Warren Central. Greenub Co. Montgomery Co. Lou Valley. South
Oldham, Dixie Heights. Pulaski Southwestern.
Owensboro. Belfry Whrtley Cc . Pulaski Co
Class AA
FPV
Rank-School
Red
1 Lex Catholic
8-0
;15)
2 Lawence
8-0
8-1
3 Danville
4 Newport
0
,
8
5 Breatnitt Co
6-2
7-1
6 Corbin
7 Owsboro Catholic
6-2
7-1
9 Caldwell CO
3 LaRue Co
8-0
10 Edmonson Co
8-1

10 Connecticut
12. Western Kentucky
13. MURRAY STATE
14 South Florida
15 Southern user-sty
16 Troy State
17 Weber State
18 Illinois State
19 Massachusetts
20 Hotstra
21. Eastern Illinois
22. Villanova
23, Richmond
24 Cal Stale Northridge
25. Eastern Kentucky

TP Pvs
147 1
134 2
120 3
106 4
81 5
75 6
39 10
36 9
23 •
227

(FOX)
Sunday, Oct. 18
New York 9, San.Diego3, New
York leads series 2-0
Tuesday, Oct. 20
New York (Cone 20-7) at San
Diego(Hitchcock 9-7). 7:20 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 21
New York at San Diego, 7:20
p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 22
New York at San Diego. 7:20
p.m.. if necessary
Saturday, Oct. 24
San Diego at New York. 7 p.m.,
if necessary
Sunday, Oct. 25
San Diego at New York, 6:55
p.m. CST. if necessary

Others receiving votes Lynn Camp, Parts,
Paintsvate Fulton Co., Ludlow Hazard

Allturrau

fiNETi'ii§ *FA
•VIP Suites•Video Viewers
•Harmonic Stress Relief•Massage
•Body Shampoo•Hot Lotion
In-home. hotel or office by appointment.
Call Today 759-9555
HRS:9 a.m.-11 p.m.
304 Maple St.• Downtown • Murray

ORE BENDING!

Rakesancs p!

datAii® Aictcau
When: October 26, 27 and 28
6:00 p.m. until 9:00 p.m.
Where: WNBS AM 1340 on your
dial & WSJP AM 1130 on your dial
Just call 753-2400 during the auction
hours to bid on your favorite item.
All proceeds stay in Murray and
Calloway County to help
our neighbors!!!!
All auction items are donated
by local businesses.
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Sold in this area, exclusively at....

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
"Your Hometown Hardware Store"
206 E. \lain St.• Murray
753-3361
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Jeremy Rogers and Laken Vance,, students at East Calloway Elementary, dig for fossils duringa stu4af.dinosaurs.
Students had to identify, label and classify the fossils they
found.

Johnathon Jones and Donovan Gary, students at Calloway County Preschool Center, are shown working on
the computers.

Cody Davenport and Chelsea Holzschuh,
students at Calloway County Preschool Center, are shown getting ready to brush their
teeth.
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Dr. Paula Waddill of the department of psychology at Murray State University speaks
to Linda DeVoss' psychology class at CCHS
during a memory study.

MSU basketball player and
CCHS alumni David Greene
discusses the importance of
listening with Southwest
student Danny Hutson.
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Kaci Ellison and CCHS drama teacher Carol Bonds
attach supports to the set for "The Gift of Rememberence,- an original play presented at the Family & Friends Festival on Sept. 26.
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Students in Donna Whitfield's P-2 class at North
Elementary are shown holding their bears during
September's "Bring Your Bear to School" day.
Southwest Elementary students in Kellye Steele's
class demonstrate the concept of vertical and horizontal studied in art class.

After a study of Mexico, students in
Thenia Gibson's class, at East Calloway Elementary, enjoy a fiesta of
tacos from Taco Bell.

Iiirror,
Ifirror on tie
our Dad
is tie best
optometriSt
of all!
EYECARE
SPECIALTIES
Dr. Kevin Adams
308 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-2500

Students in Karen Bolls class at North Calloway read the newspaper as part of their
weekly curriculum

We work hard to increase
your interest.

Emmanuel Baptist
Academy

At Shelter Life Insurance, we meet monthly
to determine the interest rate we pay on your

A Southern Baptist School
Affiliated With The Blood River
Baptist Association

Platinum Shield® Universal Life Policy
The interest rate on new premium is reviewed monthly
and is subject to change at any time.
Before you buy life insurance, look at our
PLATINUM SHIELD° UNIVERSAL LIFE
Harold "Jack" Romaine
105 N. 12th St. • Murray
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN

SHELTER
INSUR A NC E

•

We'll always belhere for you

Shelter Insurance Cos Home Office 1817 W Broadway. Columbia, MO 65218

ROOM TO GROW
PRESCHOOL
Year Round
Program

Located at Hardin Baptist Church
in Marshall County
'Quality Christian Curriculum
•Daily Bible Classes
•Positive, Consistent Discipline
•Smaller Class Enrollments
*Yearly Standardized Tests
•Parent-Thacher Fellowship

For more information call
o

Chad Pritchett has been named Student of
the Week. He is a Pier 2 student at CCMS.

753-2322 or 437-4432

T(07
The World is our
Playgrdund
Serving Ages 3
through 5
753-6578 • Hours: 7:30 a.m.-5:20 p.m.

"Welcome To This New Year"
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the parents of students who were
recommended for the extra instruction.
Doreen Reynolds, the Extended School Services Building Coordinator at Murray High School,
said this process has greatly
enhanced Communication between
the school and parents regarding
students' progress.
A stronger foundation for positive patent-teacher relationships
has now been established for the
school year.
Other advantages of the new
calendar are: less learning lost over
vacations, less time devoted -to reteaching material and less student
and teacher burnout.
Fourteen enrichment courses
with an enrollment of 183 students were offered this week also.
The following are a few examples of courses that were taught:
"Poetry Workshop," "Let's Learn
Spanish," "Creative Dramatics,"
"Learning to Play Golf/Improving
Your Golf Game," "Chess," "Writing College Admissions Essays" and
"Practicing/Preparing for the ACT."

Murdered transvestite
buried during ceremony

4

ants in
st Cal!sta of

PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) — A
murdered transvestite dog breeder
at the center of an ongoing mystery was buried in her Massachusetts hometown, more than 11 years
after she disappeared.
Camilla Lyman's will asked that
she be cremated and her ashes
scattered from the air over Madison Square Garden in New York
during the Westminster Kennel
Club's dog contest.
Her sister, Mary Margaret
Goodale, said she couldn't fulfill
that wish, so Lyman's cremated
ashes, in a small poplar box, were
laid to rest Monday near her parents' graves at a cemetery in Westwood, Mass.
"1 feel as though Camilla has
been floating around waiting for
a 'resting place. That took place
today," Goodale said.
•
Lyman, the daughter of a prominent Bostonian, disappeared from
her 40-acre rural estate in Hopkinton, R.I., in July 1987. There
was no indication what might have
happened to. her until September
1997, when the new owners of
her Victorian home found a skeleton in the septic tank.
After examining the bones for
a year, officials confirmed last
week that they are the remains of
Lyman and that she had been murdered.
A champion spaniel breeder,
Lyman moved to Hopkinton in

1984 and grew distant from her
family as she began to take on
the guise of a man, including short
hair and a mustache grown with
the help of steroids intended for
her dogs.
Living with her spaniels behind
a stockade-style fence that surrounded her home, Lyman had few
friends. One of them was George
O'Neil, a fellow dog owner and
the sole beneficiary of Lyman's will.
O'Neil has insisted he had nothing to do with Lyman's disappearance.
Police have questioned a number of people about her killing,
including acquaintances in Rhode
Island and dog breeders. Investigators say they cannot yet openly talk about suspects or a possible motive, but no one has been
arrested.

BarWASHINGTON (AP)
ring women from direct combat
roles makes them ineligible for
one in six military jobs, according to congressional auditors.
Women served in harm's way
in the 1990s in military operations in Bosnia and Somalia, where
servicemen were killed. but there
were no clearly defined battlefields, the General Accounting
Office said in a report Monday.
In contrast, World War II, Vietnam and the Persian Gulf -War are
examples of conflicts that had traditional battle lines in which it
Was easy to define forward combat positions, where only men are
allowed to fight..
On a battlefield that doesn't
have traditional battle lines, which
is becoming more common in the

defining direct ground combat a,
occurring 'well forward on the
battlefield' may become increasingly less descriptive of actual hat
tlefield conditions," the report said
The Pentagon orally agreed with
the facts the GAO reported. the
report said.

According to the GAO. 221.086
of the Defense Department's I -I
million positions — nearly 16 pei
cent — are closed to women. who
make up 14 percent of the U.S
Murray State University held the 4th annual FFA Racer roundup
armed'forces. The Army accounk
leadership/motivational conference Sept. 25 with over 500 high
for 141,950 of those jobs, the
school students from five states attending. National FFA officer
Marine Corps e3.460, the Na'.'
Dana Fisher of Mauertown, Va., presented the keynote address at
33,366 and the Air Force 2.31().
the luncheon and also taught a workshop titled "Climbing to the
During the 1990s, congression
Top." Fisher (right) is pictured above with Dr. Andrew Baker,
al actions and Pentagon rule.
assistant professor of agriculture at VISU.
changes opened up _more jobs ti+,
women in the military. As a result.
about 40,000 women served in the
post-Cold War era, close opera- Gulf War in '1990 and 1991: women
tions can take place through the are now allowed to serve on coin
entirearea, rather than just at the bat ships and fly combat aireratt:
front, said the report by the GAO, and women have participated in
the investigative arm of Congress.. multinational operations in Bosnia:
The GAO didn't recommend Somalia, Rwanda and Haiti.
Applications to take a written
319 S. Seventh St., Mayfield
the
Pentagon change its definition
In 1994. the military ruled Mar
examination for possible Postal
1210 Johnson Blvd., Murray
that
forward
jobs
the
of
combat
may be assigned to all
women
Service employment will be avail320 Mears St., Fulton (only ' are barred to women, however. units except those with a high
able at designated state employment service offices in western Ken- Dec 1 from 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. at Instead. it simply Cautioned that probability of engaging in ground
modern-day warfare may require combat, direct exposure to enem)
tucky from 8:30 a.m. Nov. 30 Fulton location)
change in the future.
a
fire or direct physical contact w ith
available
not
Applications are
through 4 p.m. Dec. 4.
continue.
trend
this
enemy.
"Should
the
office.
post
the
at
Applications must be obtained
and turned in only during this
period.
The entrance examination will
be used to establish a register of
applicants to Consider when fillMELBER. KY.•(502) 674-5530
Owner. DWAIN WARREN
ing future clerk, city carrier, flatCHECK THESE
sorting machine operator and mail
FEATURES:
processor vacancies. This register
will be used to fill vacancies at
A. 4 concrete floor reinforced
I Self-supporting 2x6
with wire mesh
trusted ratters 2 ft.
post offices in the 420 ZIP code
B. 12 footing
0.C.
area.
C. Polyurethane
J. 1/2 plywood
under concrete
An application sheet must be
decking
D. Anchor bolts in
wn shingles
K.
_submitted to be scheduled to take
concrete
L. Overhang covered
the. exam, which will be schedE. Treated bottom
M. Overhead steel
plates
door
uled within 60 days following the
F. *1 studds. 16N. Steel service door
application period.
0.C.
0. 2x4 fascia
Applications will be available
G. 7 116 Blandex
aluminum covered
undersiding
INSURANCE
P 2x10 headers
at the following locations:
siding
vinyl
or
wood
Masonite.
H.
0. 4x4 raised curb
Four partner in protection
of
Department
Kentucky
We offer you: FREE Estimates. References and Location
Employment Services
Western
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
• 416 S. Sixth St.. Paducah
Kentucky
Deluxe Models

Postal service announces
entrance examinations

Put Your Family's
Future In The Hands
Of Someone
You Can
Trust - Your
Grange Agent.

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

MADE IN THE U.S.A.
Compare The Quality Compare The Price.

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. * 753-1111

Cagnil
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LARRY ELKINS
DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE
GALLOWAY COUNTY JUDGE/EXECUTIVE

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.

tiniarie
ri)

Insurance
Agency, Inc.

Tony Boyd

302 N 12th St
Murray
753-5842

1 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18)00,
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 CAR (24x30)

$3.525
$4.325
54.625
$4.825
$5.425

PLUS...OFF-LEVEL LOT

I CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2' CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2. CAR (24x30)

AS CHIEF OF MURRAY POLICE DEPARTMENT LARRY ELKINS:
• Effectively managed personnel creating a positive work place environment resulting in low turnover, good morale, and reduced training cost.
• Managed budgets in excess of a million dollars, each year return
ing a surplus to the city.
• Earned a reputation in the community for fairness by performing his
duties without regard to race, social or economic standing.
' Secured grants and donations to implement community support
programs such as CrimeStoppers. DARE. and departmental chap
lain.
• Staffed a drug enforcement unit whose mission was to get danger
ous drugs out of the community by arresting drug dealers and seizing illegally gained assets.

AS YOUR JUDGE/EXECUTIVE, LARRY mil USE THE SAME SERVICE
ORIENTED APPROACH TO ACCOMPLISH DESIRED
GOALS FOR GALLOWAY COUNTY.

r"

$4.025
$4.725
$5.125
$5.225
55,925

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL.

Your connection to
roars, screeches,
growls...and an
occasional meow.
Animal lovers from 3 to 93 will love the in-depth coverage
of all things wild on Animal Planet. Follow a lioness as she
teaches he cubs to hunt for dinner, or peek in on a family of
sleeping opossum. Experience the joy - and sometimes
heartache - of a small animal veterinarian in an animal
emergency room. Or sit back and smile again with old
favorites like Lassie and Flipper.
It's all on a channel brought to you by the people at
Discovery Channel. People who know how to bring you the
real story, whether it woofs, hisses, glubs or meows.

VOTE FOR A JUDGE/EXECUTIVE
WITH THE EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
To PROVIDE EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP

i Elkins Campaign 1,,'
,
r .10..1L,

11

GAO reports women barred
from one in six military jobs

Students,faculty back in
school after fall break
The new calendar for the 199899 school year includes two-week
fall and spring breaks, and a threeweek Christmas break. The twoweek fall break is now over; faculty .and students are back in
school.
The first week. Oct. 5-9, was
a vacation for teachers and students. The second week, Oct. 1116, was a week of remediation
and enrichment classes.
Unlike a lot of other schools
in the nation on this schedule, the
reason for adopting an alternative
calendar was not related to overcrowding.
For Murray, the change made
educational sense. The alternative
calendar is more focused on students. Remediation classes offer students additional instruction at the
end of the nine weeks rather than
at the end of the academic year.
With shorter breaks, less time is
spent reteaching and reviewing. Students often can make great strides
academically.
There were 187 students referred
for remediation by their classroom
teachers. Schools then contacted
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Now part of the Standard Connect Package
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Call Today! 753-5005
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lease, 1
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pliances
$300/mo
753-989E
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4th St.
new cart
stove fu
with $30
lease Cr

TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
Display Ads
2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run
Discount
40%
Inch,
$6.25 column
3 AJ Msii Raw 14,aua 6 Day Penad

S2 25 per column inch extra for luesdas (Shopping Guide)
Reader Ads
306 per wor& SA 00 311.11111111011 i at day hit peT ••••1 pa day for each soilaional consecutive day
Shopping Guide )S2.00extra for blind box ads
SZ 00au.for Shoppa Clues , Classifieds s.,

I
L
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AVON
ROY S HOME
Earn extra money for
MEDICAL
Christmas now!
"We're Me Home Town
1-888-669-6820
People' in Home Medical
Ind/S1s/Rep
Equipment 604 South
12th St. Murray, (Inside CLINICAL INSTRUCTOR
Walter s Pharmacy)
Agriculture/ Animal Health
753-7565.
Technology, Murray State
WANTED • Crafters for University Position to becraft show Nov_ 7th & 8th, gin November 1, 1998.
Ft Campbell, KY For into Qualifications: B.S. in
call 931 358-0473
Animal Health Technology
and have one year of clinical and/ or laboratory experience Teaching experiLOST Black Lab in cam ence is preferred. Repus area If found please sponsibilities; Primary
duties will involve laboratocall 767-0795
ry instruction in hematolo060
gy, parasitology and blood
He Wanted
chemistries. In addition,
BULK Mail Productior. As the candidate will be exsistant Sorting traying pected to participate in
university
metering Driving & lifting community/
required Apply in person service and research. Apat: Automated Direct Mail, plication Deadline- October 30, 1998. To Aciplyz
87 Spruce St. #B, Murray
Submit cover letter, reCARPENTERS &
sume, and the names, adLaborers
dress and phone numbers
H&G Construction Co is
accepting resumes for ex- of three references to: Dr.
perienced carpenters & la- Terry Canerdy, Department of Aghculture, Murborers. Please send resume or write work history ray State University, PO
Box 9, Murray. KY 42071to: Carpenter/ Laborer,
0009. Murray State UniP.O.Box 8409. Paducah.
KY 42002-8409 No phone versity is an equal education and employment
calls please. EOE.
opportunity, M/F/D, AA
employer.

1998 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance is now
standarized in 10
plans and we write
all 10.
The part A deductible ,
you, or your
insurance, must pay
has been increased
to $764 in 19911
For more information
call:
MeCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nationwide
1-800-455-4199
•our 35th year or serslc,
ALTERATIONS
Murray Sewing Center
532-753-5323.
ALTERATIONS
Ruth s See & Sew
753-6981
BIBLE message 759-5177
CONSIDERING Abortion?
Call LifeHouse 753-0700
MACHINE Quilting. Reguiar size. $31.50. Murray
Sewing Center. 753-5323.
.PET Portraits by artist.
Cindy Vaughan. Call 502767-0079 after 6pm

McBrides Gymnastic
Academy
Register For Classes Now!
Offering theerleading
Classes
Beginners-Advanced I- or
Boss & Girls Ages 3 & lip
Call no,. ler hat
Instructor: Marty McBride
87-A Spruce St., Murray • 502-4759-2355

PASCHALL FLOOR COVERING
Hwy. 641 N. at TN/KY State Line!
In the Big Red Building ..'t
(901) 498-6299
KLA
4tIZ
Mali&
(FAX)498-6297
www.festivalusa.com/paschall-flooccoverfing
If we don't haire it, clarit
think we won't get it!

Mohawk

"The Name You KnowKid-Proof Carpet with 20 yr Warranty

VeTOW1

'13"

'
S799
Available Now!
ORIGINAL PERGO

Your Choic
of Colors

$349
Pad
i
inc.

Always the Largest Selection Of
Vinyl Floor Covering!
All Major Brands Available -'r-'12" sq. yd.
l' stock and ready to load
BERBER BY QUEEN

Asoilk

$499
Formica' Laminate Flooring
51

-9

'2" sq

tt

GALAXY
Continuous Filament Nylon Trackless
,,„, S99
sq. yd.
Was 56 99 Nuvv %,
Ceramic Tile in Stock!
Many Colors To Choose From only
Si OSS

carton
Close-out on certain styles

HUGE SELECTION OF AREA RUGS

s39" & up
s79" & up

6x9'S
9x12• S
s

Trackless Monsanto

wr6 6 Nylon

was $9 99 NOW s899 aid pad
"12 & 15 loot in stock"
All 1st Wald & In Stuck
CHILDREN'S PLAY RUGS
Si

599

Winnie the Pooh • 101 Dalmations
• Mickey Mouse • Little Mermaid
Shaw Multicolor Trackless
,A, S Q99
pau
....is $9.99 NOW %.,*
BRUCE PARQUET
r '29
,.1 I.
.

1,,,i G„.

In stock & ready to load!

12x12 Tile

1....,.
lino- i ow.

ctri 145 sq ft ctri i
"
$13

At Paschall's We've Got The Products You've
Wanted And The Pricos You've Wanted To
Pay, Try Us!
Shop The Competition.
Then Come See The Country Folks
We've Got The Quality and Price!

070

060

Technician
MEDICAL
(C.M T ) needed for busy
physician s office Must
possess strong computer
& office skills This position
will be part-time. approx
12-16hrs per week Must
be available to wotk
Mon-Wed.
9.30am-2pm
Send resume to PO Box
1040-Y, Murray. Ky 42071
NAIL Tech with Supplies.
Work your own hours
Very busy location. Call
753-0093 or 759-0505.
NURSES Aide, PRN work
as needed/ all shifts. Not a
full time job. Must be flexible & dependable. Prefer
experience, but will train
mature person who enjoys
working with the elderly.
atmosphere,
Pleasant
good working conditions.
Apply in person, Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium
View Dr. EOE.

CASH paid for good. used
rifles, shotguns. and pisBenson Sporting
tols
Goods, 519 S. 12th, Murray.
COLLECTIBLES & Antiques We buy 1 or whole
estates. Call 753-3683.
WE are looking to buy
mostly Pre- 1970 toys, robots, cars, trucks, play
sets, dolls, anything considered We also offer Internet Service to sell all
kinds of items. Top pnces
from all over the world
CLEANING houses is my' Check out rates, best in
business , Reliable. Call the area! Call Kerry or JuLinda. 759-9553
dy 502-759-3456
ERRAND SERVICE
150
Not enough time to get it
all done? Let us run that
errand for you Shopping,
pet service, home check 5HP Super Tomahawk
Call 436-5372. Mon-Fri
chipper, $475 753-7934

NOW accepting applications for laborers and light
industrial workers Apply in
person at People Lease
Inc , 1406E, N 12th St
Murray, at the Village. next
to Cams Plymouth Jeep
CLINICAL INSTRUCTOR
Agriculture/ Animal Health
Technology, Murray State
University Position to begin November 1, 1998
Qualifications; B S in
Animal Health Technology
and have one year of clinical and/ or laboratory experience. Teaching experience is preferred Regponsibilitiesi Primary
duties will involve laboratory instruction in bacteriology. serology. & virology In
addition, the candidate will
be expected to participate
in community/ university
service and research Application Deadline; October 30. 1998 To Apply;
Submit cover letter, resume, and the names, address and phone numbers
of three references to Dr
Terry Canerdy. Department of Agriculture. Murray State University. PO
Box 9 Murray, KY 420710009 Murray State University is an equal education and employment
opportunity, M/F/D. AA
employer.

8FT International wheat &
small seed drill $500 7537934, leave message
VERY good Massey Ferguson tractor 175 diesel
w 'bushhog, grader box
blade factory front end
loader, good tires, p/s,
$7,000 firm Case 530
Backhoe good condition
good tires, diesel, $7500
753-2905

leave message

PROFESSIONAL DRIVERS

Gil
CELEBRITY is Breaking Through!
Home Time every: 7-10 days!
Great Miles - Paid loaded or empty!
Vacation, insurance, 401K.
All Conventional Trucks
Call Walter 1-800-925-5133

•1
,

V AM
I
C

300
8usine3S Rentals

Want to Buy

15 Years of
Experience.
Will sit with
sick or elderly.
Call 762-0154
or 759-8061 ask
for Brenda.
Have references if needed.

SALES- CEMETERY
- WORK From Home MarBe one of the highest paid
kets in herbal, botanical,
in America. Call 11amSwiss skin care, cosmet4pm, Mon-Sat. 753-0580
ics, nutritional products
THERAPEUTIC
Mercedes can bonus. UnRecreation Specialist/
limited income. Call Pam
Certified Activity
Perry, 502-522-8758.
Director
Green Acres Healthcare is
120
currently seeking an experoaispitters
rienced professional to direct the activities program. COMPAQ Presano 4770.
This individual could be a 15" monitor, (under warCONGENIAL person with
Recreation
Therapeutic
ranty), Pentium with MMX.
computer experience for
Specialist, Certified Activi- 4.8 gig, 233 mhz. 33.6
real estate office. Bring rety Director, or an Occupa- faxJmodem, 32 bit. 16x
sume including expected
tional Therapy Aide. ComCDROM, Win 95 plus over
income to Century 21 @
petitive salary and benefits
$1.000 in games & proUniversity Square, 12th
available. Please apply in
grams. color printer. scanSt. Murray.
person to. Tracey Gray,
ner, US robotics videocam
CUSTOMER Service Rep- Green Acres Healthcare.
and joystick. $1500. Call
resentative. Work directly 402 W. Farthing St. May759-2039
with customers & coordi- field, KY 42066. 502-247nate all aspects of bulk 6477. EOE. M/F/D
For Sale
mailing jobs. Estimating,
070
or Trade
consulting, and planning.
Domestic I
Computer• experience reChildcare
SEASONED Firewood
quired Bulk mail knowl(502)-436-5455
edge & customer service
B&G Cleaning Service
experience helpful. Send Spring Cleaning Churchresume ancUor letter of ap- es. Offices. Homes Call
plication to Automated Di- for appointment, 753-9188
rect Mail, 87 Spruce St. or 1-901-644-9849
ANTIQUES & collectibles
#B, Murray. KY 42071.
after 1 piece or all Call 753&
CHILDCARE
HIRING daytime. all posi- school drop offs available. 9433
tions, & nighttime closers
Meals, snacks included. CASH for G.I. Joes Toys.
Apply in person at Wen- Almo area 753-9077
Old or New. 753-7185
dy's, Murray between
2pm-4pm. ask to speak to
Val or Mel
Foreman
LANDSCAPE
wanted for local landscape
nursery Must have experience managing a crew of
3-5 people Carpentry &
mechanical skills would be
helpful Pay is commensurate with experience. Send
resume to. PO Box 1040K, Murray, KY 42071.
LOCAL Independent pharmacy needing full or part
time help Must be mature
and responsible and able
to work mornings. Experience helpful but not necessary Send resume to
PO Box 1040-0, Murray.
KY 42071

VISA

140
Dorraftle
Childcare

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Notice

Just Say "Charge It"

ILTON-RYKER

jiTW

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
For assembly. Apply in person or call:

Hamilton Ryker
908-C S. 12th St.
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray. KY 42071
759-0650

ASHLEY wood stove with
glass front & blower. Large
board
included.
brick
$275 Call 753-6382 or
753-2842, Ask for Lisa.
ATTENTION
Hunters & Outdoorsmen
Huge Sale on dog supplies. hunting clothing &
thousands of items to
choose from. Kenlake
Tennis Center, Kenlake
State Park, Oct. 15th-25th
Come on down you won't
be disappointed.
CABLE TV
Descramblers,
Lowest Prices! Shipped
COD. Toll free
888-572-6310
FLOOR furnace, 45,000
btu propane. Packard Bell
computer, 362- 5x II Epson LQ 510 printer & work
•
station 489-2234.
FOR Sale.
14X28 Portable building.
Vinyl siding, finished inconditioner,
air
side,
porch. 56,000. 489-2042 .
INGERSOLL Case lawn
tractor 226, all hydraulic.
48" deck, $850. 10" radial
arm saw, Rockwell Delta.
$200. Stuffed Bobcat (legal) just in time for UK
fans. $250. 753-1163.
LEER topper, red, fits
Dodge Dakota extended
cab, 64X80. Good condition $350 °lacy Call 4748340 after 6pm. Please
leave message.
LIKE new Bob Marshall
flex saddle, $800.
753-2905.
PETS, PALS &
PUMPKINS
Is now open dunng October 3.30pm-6:30pm weekdays, 8am-6pm Saturday,
12pm-4prn Sunday. Come
by for fall decorations and
let the kids play with our
.animals or walk through
our maze. Hope to see
you soon 94 East, look for
signs.
washer,
PRESSURE
3,000 PSI, 13hp, Honda
electric start cart & 25'
nose $995. Day 7531844, Night 753-7687
SEE us for your barn or
roof metal Cut to length
Covers 36 inches, many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489-2722

I

LI"Appliances

PORTABLE Sears wash
ing machine 436-2769

ASST. DINING ROOM
SUPERVISOR
Captain D's in Murray, KY is now interviewing for an assistant dining room
supervisor.
Previous restaurant and or retail experience is preferred.
Must be outgoing, have a pleasant
personality and good people skills
We offer opportunity for advancement,
meal policy, paid vacations, scholarship program. Major medical available,
plus other benefits.
If you want to be a part of our team.
please apply at
Captains D's
700 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY
Between 2-4pm
Equal Opportunity Employer

NO,

••

Deadline
Day & Time
Fri 11 a m
Fri 3 p.m.
0.4cm.3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m

Publish Day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday__

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

060

020

020

Ad Deadlines

Tonya Williams
Debbie Howard
753-1916

I

REFRIGERATOR, $125
759 0986
WASHER & dryer set,
519 95/wk Call 753-4663
WHIRLPOOL clothes dry
er, $65 759-1965 week
days
160
Home Furnishings
2PC living room group
$14 95/wk Call 753-4663
group,
BEDROOM
$15/wk Call 753-4663
OAK roll top desk. $500
/53 7934. leave message.
SELL, Buy,- Consign preowned, good used furniture & accessories
753 2733
Antiques
CLEAN. restore finish on
your fine furniture without
.tripping James Antiques
/53-885U _

FIREWOOD for sale 492
8266 !
FIREWOOD, delivered
474-9712.
—
FIREWOOD 436-258/ after 6pm.

MELVILLE Clark piano,
$500 753-7934, leave
message
PIANO for sale 492-6138
VIOLIN, 435 4121 after
5pm
Mobile Horne Lots For Sale
LOT set- up, ready to hook
on Call 767-9435

AR do'
pets
5353 121
3BR, cer
les, wal
apartmer
753-876
ALL ele
large 1 b
ances,
$265/mo
Ca
DUPLE>
RE 759-

•••••

Apartments For Rent

BUILDING
FOR RENT
at 214 N. 15th St.
On Campus-MSU
Call anytime at
753-6111

2 BEDROOM duplex AT.
1402-B Duigiud Dr, all appliances, furnished including washer & dryer. Owner
managed. 753-0697 days,
759-1928 nights.
2BR Apt. 908 Hillwood Dr,
$325/mo. 2BR Duplex
1300-A Valleywood Dr,
$375/mo. 759-4406.
Apartments For Rent
2BR duplex, central h/a,
dishwasher, microwave.
1 BEDROOM Apt for ren
wid hook-up. No pets.
close to college $250/mo
$420/mo. Security deposit.
753-9562 ask for Tina.
492-8393.
1 OR 2br apts near down
2BR duplex, economic
town Murray starting at heat pump, all appliances
$200/mo. 753-4109
furnished, carport, outside
1BR apt all appliances, storage No pets, deposit
w/cl! included $325/mo
required Call 753-7947 or
Call Mur-Cal Realty
753-3778.
753-4444
2BR duplex, Northwood
Dr. appliances furnished,
1BR Diuguia Dr. Call Colecentral h/a No pets. Lease
man Realty /53-9898.
& deposit required. 7531BR nice, furnished, cen- 7185.
tral h/a, tub shower, nearly 2BR upstairs apt, water &
new taking applications
garbage paid. $250/mo
No pets. Laundry on site. plus deposit. Call 753$320/mo plus deposit. 11/2 8355 between 8am-5pm
blocks to MSU 436-5685.
— — M-F.

EXTRA
central g
furnisher
$375/mo
deposit,

limos a a a @mama
.a
I
.
la MURRAY TO NASHVILLE II

• RIDE SHARE::
1, $50 VIA •
1, ,
le
1, LAillEss TANI .11
1,
.
1, 759-8294 .1i
i
in
II
1

le

14X60 2Br, gas h/a
Coleman RE 753-9898
1985 14X70 3br, 11.2 bath
near MSU. On rentel jr
753-9866
1988 28X56 SOUTHERN
Hospitality. 2-3bi 2 bath
fireplace, wood siding
shingle roof lake area
With double lot or 9 lots
Days 753-8841, 436-2538
after 6pmn
1989 SUNSHINE 14X76
2br, 2 bath (garden tub)
Must be
extra clean
moved 435-4305

••••••••••••
- --- -9
...-•••••
........-

Mrs. Ann
IL"

Reader & Advisor
A true Born Psychic: Gifted from God
give advice on Business, Marriage, and Love Affairs
'Bring Your Problems to Me—I will Help Solve
•Solve Them No Matter What Your Problem May Be
Don't Compare Me With Imitators
8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily & Sunday

2BR, $250/mo. 753-6012
Bring Ad In For Discount
2BR, 2 bath. Rent to own
For Appointment Phone
Street
12th
S.
208
in Grogan's Trailer park
(502) 767-0508
Murray, Ky. 42071
Central h/a. Coleman RE I.
753-9898.
2BR, stove, refrigerator
Plus storage building. No
pets. $225 plus deposit.
437-4386.
3BR, 2 bath in country
$350/mo plus deposit
753-8995 _
103 S. 3rd • Downtown Murray
COUNTRY living east of
753-3621
Dexter, 3 bedroom 2 bath
lease & deposit required.
395-5332.
FOR rent 14X16 mobile
home, deposit required
492-8723.
SMALL doublewide
A
753-6012

Quality Bedding at affordable prices
A Come see what you've been Rissing
Mattress sets starting at $169.00
A

1/2 ACRE lot $100mo
753-6012

Office Space
Various size suites
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

753-8302 or
753-9621
BUILDING wan office. 2
overhead doors, in city
natural gas heat $375/mo
753-7724 or 753-5303
DOWNTOWN office space
available. Rent nom $95 to
$150,rno, including utilit
ies. Call Grey McNutt
753-4451.
OFFICE or Store space mr
Southside Shopping Ceri
ter. 753-4509 753-6612

NOW RENTING
Office of
various sizes and
prices, furnished
or unfurnished.
Paid utilities.

Professional
Building
415 S. 4th St.
759-0633
436-2856 Evenings
imam.

Dix

SALES IF YOU ARE READING THIS AD, YOU ARE
UNHAPPY, YOU ARE EITHER OUT OF WORK, OR
YOU JUST HAVE A "JOB"
Do you want a career? Do you want to earn $50K+ per year'?
Do you want a benefit package second-to-none? I am going to
hire 5 peopie this week to service families in the Murray and
surrounding areas with cemetery arrangements The people i
am looking to. must be honest sincere, self-motivated and be
willing to treat every person they talk to the same way they
would want to be treated I work strictly above board, and i
expect the same work from the people that work for me It you
have these qualifications I would very much enjoy talking to
you and eApiain the benefits our company has to offer
Murray Memorial Gardens
Call Mr. Sheperd
11 4 Mon -Sat. •(502) 753-0580
Call tor directions 1 needed No resume please
hire people, not paper EOE

1=M

SALES CAREER

NU

We Offer:
• Excellent Base Salary
• Monthly Bonus Incentive
• Company Car
• Paid Business Expenses
• Established Territory
• Excellent Training

hay
pay
wot
nur

Vi'e are Looking For:
• Pattern of Success
• Prefer College Degree
• Dynamic Sales Personality
• Western Kentucky Area

hon
abk
alte

MAIL RESUME TO
AMERICAN FIDELITY ASSURANCE
1225 Robertson Road North
Murray, Ky 42071
mir Fax Resume 'lb 502-767-9839

M

CAI

American Fidelity
Assurance Company

A Illi•liria.r or ale Aljrican Fidelity Group
An Equal Opport will s Eniirl..ver M/FMN
•

Z20
Apartments For Rent

Cu
Apartments For Rent

2BR, 1 bath w,carport,
central h/a, appliances furnished, $475/mo, 1yr
lease, 1 mo deposit, 7532905 or 753-7536
2BR, central gas h/a, appliances
furnished.
$300/mo Coleman RE,
753-9898
3BR apartment at 703 S
4th St, good condition,
new carpet, refrigerator &
stove furnished $300/mo
with $300 deposit 1 year
lease Call 436-2935 or
753-0839
3E3R downstairs apt. No
pets. $400/mo, deposit
5353 121 -S. 489-2296.
3BR, central h/a, low utilities, walk to campus. 2
apartments available. Call
753-8767 or 759-4696.
ALL electric unfurnished.
large 1 br apt. recent appliances, very attractive,
$265/mo, $265 deposit.
Call 753-7953.
DUPLEX 2br. Coleman
RE. 759-4118.

I

400

320
Apartments For Rent

Northwood

DUPLEX753-0900

NOW taking applicationfor 1 2 & 3br apartments
Apply at Mur-Cal Apart
FURNISHED efficiency
ments, 902 Northwood Dr
Coleman RE 759-4118
Equal Housing Opportuni
LARGE 2br, 2 bath apt, ty. 759-4984 TDD0 1-800
furnished, 247-2510
appliances
washer & dryer hook-ups, VERY nice 2br. 2 bath du
low utilities Near Aurora plex, central h/a, fully ap
on Hwy 68 $450/mo. Call phanced, w/d hook-up
474-2774 or 354-8824
carport, clean. $560/m0
MANOR plus deposit, lease. Crystal
MURRAY
APARTMENTS: Make it Brook Ln. 759-5477.
your home' Great 1 or 2br VERY roomy 2br, 1 bath
apartments with great duplex w/garage. ,applian
price, central h/a, laundry
ces furnished, central gas
Office hours
facilities
h/a, $550/mo. 1yr lease, 1
Mon.-Fri.
8am-5pm,
mo. deposit. No pets. 753Equal
(502)753-8668,
2905.
Housing Opportunity.
NEW 1br apt. University
Far Rom
Heights, w/d, dishwasher,
stove, refrigerator. 1 yr
beautiful
Lease, no pets $325/mo. BEDROOM in
home Share large living
753-4937 M-F, 8am-5pm.
NEWLY decorated up- room, kitchen, & bath, w/d,
stairs apt. 2 large rooms satellite tv. $225 utilities
plus kitchen & bath. Water, included. 753-9211.

1006 B
Northwood Dr.
10/22 & 10/23
& 10/25
9-6 p.m.
Clothing,
waterbed
frame,
I computer,
desk and other misc.

items

Reel Estate

Crossed Wires?
No Problem!

Tech Support
Specialist

Computer Repair, Upgrade, Training
& Installation

•(502) 759-8662 •(502)853-3967
1709 College Farm Rd. Murray, KY 42071

641 Storage
aeridl

HALEY'S
Sales
Rental and

112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-6910
Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
Come by to check out our low. low, lowest rates in
town for cars, custom vans, and vans for moving.

/ ALPINE
)ockrcidrosqato.

Clarion
4C:10

tJ

II 41:10

•

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

753-0113

October Special!
Wiggins will pay all sales tax
through the month of October.

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to...

Furniture
WigginsMurray
on 641 - 4 lane

All Sizes Available

753-5585
C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E. Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair.
753-3571.

EASTSIDE

460

1976 OLDS 98 2dr, 455
2 BEDROOM brick nice needs main bearings &
lot, 4 minutes west o crank See at University
town Natural gas, public Tire Best offer 753-5945.
h/a
central
HALEY Appraisals. Bob water,
1985 BUICK LaSabre.
Haley, state certified.
$69,900 Avialiable immeLimited Collectors Edition,
759-4218.
chaffy 753-7724 or 753- 1
owner, loaded, good
KOPPERUD Realty has 5303
condition, high mileage
buyers waiting to purchase 3BR, 2 bath brick. hard$2800. 753-4422.
homes-all price ranges If
wood floors, carport, Old 1987 TOYOTA Corolla,
you are thinking of selling Salem Rd, just off 121 S.
4dr, new fires & exhaust.
contact one of our courte- immediate
possession. $1,500 obo. 436-5744
professional Phone 753-9711.
and
ous
1993 MUSTANG LX white,
agents at 753-1222 or stop
AT, A/C, clean, no damh/a,
3BR, 2 bath, central
by office at 711 Main St.
garage. appliances. Cole- age. 354-9083.
man RE. 753-9898.
1993 OLDSMOBILE 88
ATTRACTIVE 3 bedroom, ROYALE, 4dr, p/w,
1 & 2 ACRE lots 8 minutes 2 bath, 2,160 sq. ft. brick cruise, tilt, white w/blue infrom town. City water, ca- home with beautiful hard- tenor, garage kept, servblevision now & gas soon. wood floors. Landscaped, iced every 2500 miles,
package painted, lighting fixtures 105xxx highway miles.
Land/ home
6/98. Dishwasher, Ref, Very good condition. No
available. 502-437-4838
included. dents, No dings, No
6/98
stove
LARGE lot in Oaks EsPriced at only $95,500. scratches. $6500. Call
course.
golf
near
tates
Must see, call 767-0735.
474-8704.
753-5121 or 489-2922.
1996 CHRYSLER Cirrus
NORTH WOOD
HOME in country secluded
LXI, fully loaded, still under
BUSINESS PARK
setting, 3br brick by owner.
30xxx
only
warranty,
1.25- 2.5 Acre lots for Low $70's. 492-8299.
business & light industry. NICE 4br house on 2 miles, white wileather interior, 1 owner. If interested
City limits. All utilities. 753- acres,
heat,
electric
call 489-2738.
1362 ext. 129
$49,500. Ten minutes east
1996 MERCURY Cougar
of city. 753-9302.
Fully Loaded, Sharp,
XR7
For Sate
33,XXX. Will sacrifice at
ONE owner, 3br, 11/2
CROP acreage for lease in baths, 2 miles east of Mur- $12,500. Call 492-6138.
Harris Grove area. Corn ray Hardwood and tiles
just cut. Ready for wheat. floors, woodburning stove
Land owner to get clear in den, carport & 2 car gathird of crop proceeds. rage. Priced in the $80's. 1989 DODGE Ram wagon
435-4602, 559-8510.
For appointment to see, window van. V-8, auto,
loaded, high miles. ExcelSECLUDED 5 acre farm, call 753-0444.
lent condition. $5,000.
work
3br home 1700 sq ft,
753-7790.
REDUCED!
shop, deck lots of extras.
$89,000 obo. New Con- Southwest Villa home fea- 1990 CHEVROLET Astro,
turing 4br, 3 bath. Well laid 7 passenger, all power,
cord, 436-5744
out plan for family living. owner local. 753-0697
466
Formal dining with hard- days, 759-1928 nights.
Parquet 1992 DODGE Caravan
floors.
Atreaga
wood
floored entry. Priced at on- LE, 7 passenger, excellent
121/2 ACRES of wooded ly $141,900. Call Kopper- condition, high mileage.
7537304.
and. Very private and se- ud Realty today for your
753-1222. 1995 CHRYSLER van
cluded in Calloway county. showing,
NLS#3001427
354-6062.
Town & Country, loaded,
blue. 56K. 492-6175.
14 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract. Prop- REDUCED- 2 houses on 1997 CHEVY Venture
erty located off of Hwy 94E Metcalf Ln in North Villa short version 28,xxx miles,
onto Hwy 1551, Old Shiloh Subdivision Red brick 3br white $16,500 obo.
436-5744
Rd, Redbud Lane & pro- house, natural gas, all
0••
posed new Hwy 80. For app). Beige brick house,
more information please hot tub. large attic space,
view property, review post- 3br. all appliances, landscape. 437-4783 or 753- 1967 CHEVY truck, new
ed data, then please call:
8237
motor $700. 492-8266
502-441-2253.

BP
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
CREEKVIEW
Self-storage warehouses
on Center Drive behind
$20-$40/mo
Shoney's.
759-4081

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

Metal oofing

1985 GMC, lwb 1/2 ton
Auto, air, tilt, pw, pl, new
tires. $2,800. 759-1058.
1991 XLT Ford Ranger
with topper. $4,750.
502-492-8614.
Ram,
1994
DODGE
96,000 miles, Iwb, new
tires, excellent condition.
Asking $10,000. Call
753-3705.
1994 FORD XLT Supercab, 28xxx miles.
436-5365.
1994 S-10 LS, 5sp, a/c,
black w/gray interior, new
tires. 753-1055 or 753
4956 after 5pm
1996 CHEVY Z-71 4X4
extended cab, leather,
loaded, 55K. $18,500.
759-7992, after 4pm.

for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

1997 F-150
Ford Lariat
Extended Cab

AAA).
m
ailLikahmiadmihalmadmiNakir
twil••• „
Lots For Sale

A tremendous range of choices in city limits.
Country style living for family or retired. You
will love to be on west side of town on 94 W.

Phone 1-888-673-0040
1-502-435-4487
www.keritucky.homeccom
E-mall: carolwood@msn.com

753-3853
storage.
NOFFHWOOD
preiently has units available. 753-2905 or 7537536.

Wave Runners
Storage $25/mo.

Cunningham
Auto Repair
Call for detaik
753-6831

•

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909...9064

2 miles N. of
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri.. Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NUSRING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan of care that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

1

BUILDING on court square
Paris, TN 2 story, 2,500
sq ft per floor 759-4713

AKC Registered Fawn
Boxer puppies ready now
$150 Call 644-0043
AKC Registered Miniature
Dachshund puppies Black
& Tan & Da0ples available 502-753-8506
DOG obedience classes or
private. Serving Murray 17
years. 436-2858
MINIATURE Schnauzers,
AKC. black & salt peppers
$200. Call 502-885-6153
190
Lisfsslock & Supplies
HAY for sale, $20: roll
436-5844 436-5274

WANT ADS
WORK

to Build
Now is a Great Time
‘‘e u.tni tube your

art•Ithiking lei' quality
building contractor. With blueprint-4 &
tiofl %%I, can give you .1 contract price before we
start. if you art. iatitkritIts1 we work on a ro-4 plus
lia44k
building coile44.
We al,o I ir't'igi Iu,'t jut con 44 roilion at lake.
homes, lari.4a. or 44mall

%%ith all the new a0
C

I/

(*On

Green
lit WV.,

hill

502) 753-8_343

753-5726
LAWN EQUIPMENT RENTAL &
LANDSCAPE SUPPLY CENTER
• Mums
7k,
• Mulch
• Grass Seed
• Bulbs

•

• •I

• Aerators
• Spreaders'
• Blowert...„
• Bulb Aulger

Sbrr Slitsirrffig

808 Coldwater Rd., Murray

[Rnic•sowid

Nand

HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
wanted No fob too small.
A-1 Tree Professionals. Ph.
753-2388 or 436-5759.
tree
removal,
Stump
HARDWOOD FLOOR
spraying. Serving Murray,
Installation & finishing.
Calloway Co. since 1980.
Custom design Affordable
Free estimates. 437-3044
rates 753-7860
or 492-8737
Al Al A Tree Service,
removal,
tree
Stump
raking,
spraying, leaf
hedge tnmming, landscaping, mulch hauling & mulch
spreading, gutter cleaning.
Licensed & insured. Full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Tim Lamb,
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.
ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
Remodeling, Repairs. No
Job Too Small,
492-6267, 759-5485.
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, junk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds. tree
work. 436-2867.
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
foundations, slabs. sidewalks, driveways, buildings, remodeling, repairs,
AGC certified. 435-4272.

Red & silver, runs
great, is
great. Must sell
though. Call
759-9215 after 4
p.m. or leave
message.
Reasonably priced
for fully loaded,
fully safety
equipped truck.

great, looks

Campers
1996 COACHMEN Catali
na 30' Camping Traitor
EXCELLENT Condition
S12.500 436-2225

al &MOUS

AjAk

Sorviess Offered

•
1997 YAMAHA WaverunELECTRICIAN
ner, 1200cc used 8hrs"'" Walter s Electrical Works
$5,600 obo Must sell
No lob too large or too
436-5744.
small. Call for all your
FALL Special! 1994 Ebb- electrical needs. 15 years
tide 190 bownder, priced experience 436-5376.
well below book, 4 3LX V6
GUTTERS
Merc 10, stainless prop. Quality Seamless AlumiBimini with complete snap- num Gutters- variety of
on enclosure, matching colors Free estimates. Litrailer, 1 owner $8,995 censed. Affordable prices.
°too Phone 753-1323, af- Vinyl Shutters- variety of
ter 4.30pm phone
colors, vinyl siding sup753-5763
plies. West KY Seamless
Gutters. 753-0278.
G30

Homes For Sale

Hwy. 94 E. Jct. 280
436-5075

Why Pay Higher Prices
Ea62 On A Rental Vehicle?

Boats & Motors

3 BAY garage with roughed in upstairs on 3 wooded
lots. (502)474-8441 after
6:30pm

W
G
Boat Storage
& Mini Storage

"STOP"

4Allft

40 ACRES 7 miles east of 1995 POLARIS 4X4 4Murray, 11 2 mile road wheeler. 425 magnum refrontage, for development duced to $3,200 obo
6744
436,
$1 800 per acre Terms
753-4984
1996 POLARIS Xplorer
5 ACRES, nice building 300 4X4, front and rear
sites. 10 minutes east of racks Leave message
Murray. $8,950. Easy 489-2927
terms 753-9302.
1996 YAMAHA Big Bear
5 TO 275 acres, owner fi- 4X4, hardly used, mint
nancing possible Coldwa- condition, hunter green
ter 489-2116 or 753-1300. w/extras. Must see to ap91/2 ACRES off 94E on preciate $3,900 759-1663
Highland Rd
$10,000 leave message
Firm 502-437-3018.
WANTED: Pre 1976 moNORTH of Murray 767- torcycles. 931-320-0060
9435.

Yard Sale

heat & satellite TV furnish- SLEEPING
room.
ed. $360/mo.
$150/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9211.
753-9898.
EXTRA nice, 1br, 1 bath, NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3central gas h/a, appliances 4br house w/washer & dryfurnished, including w!d, er, furnished, near MSU.
$375/mo. 1yr lease. 1 mo Inquire at 1210 Main St.
753-1252 before 5pm, 2 & 4BR houses, lease &
deposit. No pets.
deposit required
753-2905.
753-0606 after 5pm.
753-4109
2 BEDROOM 8 miles
north Wind Drive 325/mo.
plus deposit. 753-8582.
2/ 3BR house. Coleman
RE. 759-4118.
2BR, 1 bath, electric heat,
stove & refrigerated furnished, $500/mo. No pets.
753-2905.
New Units
29R, 1 bath, w/d hookup,
All Sizes Available
refrigerator,
stove,
$350/mo. 753-9636.
3BR house in family neighborhood, central gas heat.
$650/mo lease & deposit
required. 753-9621 after 5.
BEAUTIFUL home with 2
full baths, large country
kitchen, 3br. laundry room,
fenced yard, stove, refrigdishwasher.
erator,
5550/mo. Call
901-642-0784.
LARGE 3br. house 4 miles
out on 641 South. City water, cable, $485/mo. plus
deposit. 492-8120.
Justin Crosser
SMALL house. 753-6012

fT

470
Motorcycles

Yard Sale

14" V-BOTTOM aluminum
boat with 2 seats, trolling
motor & trailer Asking
S400 obo 753-6747, leave
message
1994 17' ALUMAWELD,
whce
bottom
56"
runners.1995 60hp Mercury w/tiller handle & power
trim trolling motor. LCR
depth finder & SS prop
drive-on trailer, $51800
753-1844 days, 753-7687
nights

13

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 20, '998

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

ALL TYPES OF WORK
superior
Landscaping,
hedge trimming, sidewalk
edging, lawn sweeping,
lawn seeding and fertilizing.
Tree trimming, removal
clearing,
Brush, briar
bushhogging, sickle mowing. Gutter cleaning with
screen installation, hauling. Message, 753-2092.

HM & Sons Mobile Home
Moving Service 437-3939
6168 Old Olive Rd, Hardin,
KY 42048
L&J HOME BUILDERS
New construction Remodling Electrical, vinyl siding
Plumbing repair
753-0353
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors cross country
or local Licensed & Insured Luke-Lamb
502-436-5950
LAWN CARE
Mbwing, trimming, bed
mulching, hedge trimming.
leaf clean-up & mulching
Terry Joe, 753-4679.
Raking, gutter
LEAF
cleaning and hauling 43621 02 ask t'Y Joseph

Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned down
before. Loans available
for 1st time buyers, bad
1 itillir
"='il
4
credit, repo's or bankruptcy.

Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-0256

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
U.S. Highway
45 South

247-9300
I-8004874-0256

Mayfield
Kentucky

Residential and Commercial
New Const. uction & Repair

Custom Backhoe
Work

Phone:

(502) 437-4545
16
/
...e.cassir •

10:1
iireTeize

c

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
"Paul Lamb"
woodworking. 753-8056.
APPUANCE REPAIR
502-436-2269
PROFESSIONAL.
1-800-821-6907
DEPENDABLE.
Full Line sit
Tree Tnmming
502-767-9552.
Equipment
Removal
Stump
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Free Estimates
Hedge Tnmming
All brands: Kenmore. 30+
Licensed & Insured - 24 Hr. Service
years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848.
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL. Septic system,
dnve-ways, hauling, foundations, etc. 436-2113.
BASEMENTS & Homes.
CLINTON ICITCHEN CAINNET1
Sub & General contractCUSTOM WOODWOFWJNI3
ing. Insulated concrete
All Typos Of:
forms (R32) StyroCrete
builders. 502-436-2007 or •
Custom Woodworking
502-436-5264.
BOB'S PLUMBING SERV.
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
All wort( guaranteed. Free
Drop by and see our showroom
estimates. 753-1134,
402 SUNBURY MURRAY (Behortcl Bunny Bread)
492-8584.
753-5040
CARPET cleaned by Cert.
\Techs, Murray Carpet & •
Upholstery Cleaning.
753-6300 anytime.
CARPET Cleaning
Emergency Water Removal. Free Estimates. SatisReferences. Call
fied
Lee's TODAY... 753-5827.
• Small Building
• Interior
CARPORTS for cars and
• Plumbing
trucks. Special sizes for
• Exterior
motor home, boats. RVs
• Remodeling • No Job To Small
and etc. Excellent protec• Vinyl Siding
• Roofing
tion, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113
Chimney
Chim
CHIM
Sweep. Chimney cleaning
ask for Ben
services. 100. senior citidiscount. Contact
zen
Tracy Manning, 435-4006.
N.N. %Ns. N. N. N.N.N. N. N. Ns's. N. N.
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding
20Yrs experience
753-5592
CUSTOM BUILT
Wooden decks, fencing,
pole barns, sheds. carI
ports. Also repair 7 rebuild.
Excellent workmanship.
Affordable rates
753-7860
IN•

7
)
‘ift
or• a rivet

Fast Dependable Service

436-2102

Need A Used Car?
Visit Our Web Site

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet

CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
DAVID'S Cleaning Services. "Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108.
ELECTRICAL
New construction, remodeling, or just replacing a
switch. Licensed & Insured Ott 753-0834
Hm. 759-9835
ELECTRICIAN
R&R ELECTRIC.
New construction, rewiring, mobile home hook
ups. electrical mainte
nance & repair Call any,
time Murray, 762-0001,
Celle 519-1592
HANDYMAN, carpentry,
work,
yard
plumbing,
proches & decks Any lob
Call Danny Paschall.
492-8500'

www.automobllesonlIne.com.

Iamb 3rothers
'Serice
502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSURED
Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service'
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality Servi

(
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Services Offered

Services Offered

M.S. CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in roofing &
remodels Free estimates
All work guaranteed'
489-6125
No job too small!
PAINTING
Interior - Exterior
Free estimates 436-5032
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service
436-5255
R & R Construction
Additions, remodeling. vinyl siding. roofing, barn repairs, decks, replacement
windows Free Estimates
436-5370
RILEY Remodeling & Construction Additions- Garages- Vinyl siding & trimRoofing- Metal Roofs- Replacement
WindowsDecks- Pole Barn's' Free
Estimates 502-489-2907

TOMS WINDOWS
STOCKWELL META: .
Ali your creaning & paint
ROOFING
The best in imperial rib ing needs Pressure wast.
stone- ing etc 759-3463
standing seam
TUCKER LAWN CARE
coated steel. & copper
SERVICES
Best deals December
through February
Mowing. trimming, leaf &
753-6585
clipping removal, dethatchSUPERIOR LEAF
ing, aeration, overseeding
RAKING
& fertilization, bed mulchHauling & odd lobs 43E- ing Free Estimates
6032 or 436-2102. ask for
759-9609
Ben
WOOD SATELUTE
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
SALES
Removal Insured with full
Authorized dealer for 18line of equipment Free esinch Digital Satellite &
timates Day or night.
Dish
753-5484
Network. Mon-Fri, 1-5:30.
753-0530.
WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates Guaran560
teed Quality Work LifreeColeavi
censed & Insured Over 20
years expenence. Roofing
FREE to good home,
additions, vinyl siding
Young Iguana & cage.
decks. remodeling Call
759-7992 after 4pm
753-2592

Cheaper,easier breast
biopsy now available
LEXINGTON. Ky.(AP) — Sc.%
eral Kentucky hospitals are now
using a new breast biopsy system
that doctors are touting as cheaper, more accurate and less traumatic for the patient.
A biopsy involves removing and
examining questionable tissue to
detect whether cancer is present.
Doctors historically have made an
incision in the breast or used
repeated insertions of a needle.
The Mammotome Breast Biopsy System uses a thin, computerguided needle, which is inserted
into the brea,st to remove tissue
specimens with little discomfort.
The procedure is done under local
anesthetic on an outpatient basis.
"We think it's a real improvement for our patients," said Dr.
John Larrinaga, director of mammography at the University of
Kentucky Hospital's Comprehensive Breast Care Center, which is
using the new system.
More than 40,000 women die
each year from breast Cancer, making it the leading cause of death
among women age 40 to 49. An
estimated 2.6 million American
women have breast cancer, 1 million of whom haven't yet been
diagnosed. Kentucky has about
2,700 cases each year.
Doctors suggest regular mammograms to detect possible cancers before they become large
enough to be felt. When a mammogram does reveal a lump in
the breast, the next step is a biopsy.
Dr. Peter Tate, a surgical oncologist who uses the Mammotome .
system at Central Baptist Hospital, says women have responded
favorably to the new procedure.
"The vast majority go home
with no bandage other than a
Band-aid and have no problems,"
he said.
Doctors traditionally did breast
- biopsies simply by making an incision over the spot where they
could feel a lump, Larrinaga said.
In a Mammotome procedure,
the patient is face down on a special table, which has equipment

that takes X-rays from two angles.
Multiple X-rays give a digital
image, accurately finding the lesion
inside the breast. Doctors say the
system is so accurate it can pinpoint lesions less than a millimeter in diameter.
The computer-controlled needle
then is pushed into the breast by
a spring-loaded device that drives
it forward faster than the eye can
follow. If the needle was inserted
more slowly by hand, it might
push the hard mass of the lesion
aside instead of penetrating it, Larrinaga said. The spring-loaded needle moves so fast that doesn't happen.
Upon insertion, a tiny device
near the needle's tip cuts off a
tiny piece of tissue, which is then
gathered through the hollow needle by a vacuum system. The needle can be. turned 360 degrees to
gather several samples.
Larrinaga said that feature
reduces trauma significantly as the
needle is inserted only once.
"Reducing trauma is extremely
important in these procedures,"
Larrinaga said. "Since about 80
percent of the breast biopsies we
do turn out to be benign, we want
to keep trauma to an absolute minimum."
The Mammotome system was
developed by a Johnson & -Johnson subsidiary and was introduced
for general soft-tissue biopsy in
1995. It was approved for breast
biopsy in 1997 and more than
150,000 women have had biopsies using the procedure.
Tate said the procedure is expensive for the hospital as the complete system Costs about $200,000.
"It's probably never going to
be cost effective for a small hospital or small radiology office."
he said. "You've got to have the
volume to justify the cost."
But the savings to the patient
can be substantial. Tate estimated
that a biopsy using the new system could be done for less than
$1,000, compared with $4,000 or
more for an old-style, open surgical biopsy.

KEEP MURRAY CLEAN

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
7C 1
A 513

S. 12th St._

753-4461

DISCOUNT PRICES
on

CB ALCOA
Vinyl Siding &
Replacement Windows

Ask About Our Garages
& Metal Buildings
ARMOR SIDING &
WINDOW COMPANY
1-800-957-3404 or (901)644-1555

Two plead
ilty in
beating
CHICAGO (AP) — Two white
men accused in the brutal beating
of a black teen-ager have avoided jail time by acknowledging they
did nothing to stop the attack.
Victor Jasas, IS, and Michael
Kwidzinski, 21, were charged with
attempted murder and a hate crime
in the attack on Lenard Clark on
March 21. 1997. Clark, then 13,
was beaten after he rode his bike
into the predominantly white
Bridgeport neighborhood on Chicago's South Side.
A third man, Frank Caruso Jr.,
19, who authorities said did most
of the beating. was convicted Sept.
18 of aggravated battery and a
hate crime, and was sentenced to
eight years in prison.
All three men were accused of
knocking Lenard from his bicycle, then kicking and pummeling
him until he was unconscious. He
suffered brain damage in the attack.
On _Monday, prosecutors dropped
•the original charges against Jasas
and Kwidzinski in exchange for
Jasas' guilty plea to two felony
charges of aggravated battery and
Kwidinski's plea to two misdemeanor 'counts of battery.
As part of their agreements,
neither man admitted to physical
contact with Clark. Instead, the
defendants admitted being responsible for what happened, prosecutors said.
Cook County Circuit Judge
Daniel Locallo sentenced Jasas to
2 1/2 years of probation, while
Kwidzinski received two years of
probation. Both men also must serve
300 hours of community service.
Locallo told the defendants he
hoped the community service would
provide them with "more enlightenment about individuals who are
different than you."
Cook County State's Attorney
Dick Devine said the "bigotry that
accompanied the attack is disturbing." But he said the case was
hampered by the Murder of one
witness in an apparent robbery
attempt, the disappearance of another and the failure of a third to
remember "anything from the witness stand."
Clark's stepfather said the outcome was a disgrace.
"I feel as though if it were a
black individual, it wouldn't have
taken so long and it would have
been the max,- Antawn Holloway
said. "So justice has not been
served. Lenard is still doing time."
AMC!Kari I lean V
,
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JOIN THE FIRM,
1-.XERCISI

For all your heating &
cooling needs...

Patient to get abortion
in Texas as hospitals
in Louisiana refuse
SHREVEPORT, La. (AP) — A
Medicaid patient who needs a heart
transplant was scheduled to have
an abortion today in Texas after
hospitals in Louisiana refused to
perform the procedure.
Donors from around the country chipped in to buy an abortion
for Michelle Lee, who is 10 weeks
pregnant and is being treated for
an irregular heartbeat.
Ms. Lee, a 26-year-old divorced
mother of two,said in today's Washington Post that she knew pregnancy would be dangerous for her
and that she became pregnant
despite taking precautions. Her
doctors had also said her heart
medication could harm a fetus.
Clinics refused to perform an
abortion on her, saying that because
of her heart condition it must be
done in a hospital with special
equipment and a cardiologist standing by in case of emergency.
When she asked doctors at
Louisiana State University Medical Center for an abortion, they
refused, citing a state law prohibiting the use of public funds
for abortions unless the pregnancy puts the mother's life at risk
or resulted from incest or rape.
The hospital's policy is that
there must be at least a 50 percent chance the mother will die
without the abortion.
Before leaving in an ambulance
for Houston on Monday, Ms. Lee
said she was bitter about LSU
Medical Center's decision.
"These people have been taking care of me for five years,"
she told the Post.

The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have.: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Close encounters are likely.
One-to-one relating helps you create
more of what you want. Don't let the
unexpected getto you.Stay anchored.
Build strongerfinancialfoundations
through a partnership. Feedback
presents another possibility. Tonight: Where the action is.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Someone's response could
shock you. You might desire a more
stable work situation, but that isn't
happening. The boss is likely to be
out of kilter. Consider getting a job
with more freedom. A partner provides key information.Tonight:Surround yourself with people.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Unexpected news frays your
nerves. Be smart: Focus on work,
and get the job done. Pace yourself;
concentrate. You feel that someone
intentionally misunderstands you.
You get a lot done quickly. Gather
information, and pay attention to
details. Tonight: Get plenty of rest.
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
*** Unexpected encounters take
you in new directions. Finances are
difficult to stabilize because of a
partner. Try to understand where
someone is coming from. Allow new
ideas to keep coming forth. A flirtation could be developing. Tonight:
Demonstrate your naughty side.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Tension Li overwhelming,and
you mightfeel that a situation is out
of control. You can count on one
thing: A partner isn't going to make
it any easier. Make choices that will
build your security. Important inforniation comes from an unlikely
source. Tonight: Chat up a storm.

just need to go your own way. Tonight: In the spotlight!
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PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Reach for the stars, and
make happen what you want. Only
your own insecurities can stop you.
You are on the verge of a new life.
Break past prior restrictions. Make
calls, explore options. The time is
now! Tonight:Think not ofthe past
but of the future.
BORN TODAY
Guitarist Elvin Bishop (1942), actress Carrie Fisher (1956), trumpeter Lee Loughnane(1946)
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Thanks to you, all sorts of everyday
products are being made from the
paper, plastic, metal and glass that
`IOU

you've been recycling.

MPH

REMEM-

But to keep recycling working to
help protect the environment, you
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need to buy those products.

YES!

BUY RECYCLED.,
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IpServing the area
with Honesty &
Experience

CoLM
SDN
AN ED
'IS Mo

Pt NAP,

Also specializing in
commercial, refrigeration
& cooking equipment,
window & mobile home units

24 hr. Emergency
Owned &
Operated By

Glenn
Cossey

753-9911
9307 State

Rt. 94E
Murray

Cer..,.,e 24 Kr few.,• ....cemPoy Servocir

SEE WHO'S
THE BEST...
PUT US TO
THE TEST!
'Local & Long Distance Hauling
•Safe. Secured Storage Facility
.24 Hour Emergency Servici

Custom Cabinets
9 Woodworking

Stuart
Alexander

I MI

Bob
('n

htlf1110110

753-4703
310 South 4th Street

AND SAVE.

BILLS

DEBT

So look for and buy products made

CASH!

from recycled materials. And don't for-

CONSOLIDATE

get to celebrate America Recycles Day
on November 15th.

$10,000 - $110/mo

to
$50,000 - $550/mo

It would mean the world to us. For a

NO EQUITY REQUIRED

free brochure, call 1-800-CALL-EDF or

• Only

•Kitchen Cabinets
'Office Furniture &
Entertainment Centers
& Vanities
•Solid Surface Countertops

visit our web site at www.edf.org

NATIONWIDE

kr!, 6EPA

1-800-819-7010

502-759-9672
301 Andrus Drive • Murray

Rep. Freed Curd,D-Murray,asks
a question during an Oct. 1
meeting of the Interim Joint Committee on Education. During the
meeting, lawmakers received an
update on the development of
the new Commonwealth Accountability Testing System that was
approved during the 1998 legislative session. Curd, co-chair
of the Education Committee, represents Kentucky's 5th House District in Calloway and Trigg counties.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
Oct. 21, 1998:
You possess high energy and a strong
sense of direction, especially financially. Be more willing to put yourself on the line to make what you
want happen. Unfounded risks are a
no-no, both emotionally and materially. Maintain a high level of security. Exert a strong hand over your
affairs. If you are single, romance
flourishes in an unprecedented manner. But don't decide "This is it"
based only on a few months. Let time
be the true test. If attached, work
closely together toward your goals.
Talking more about your expectations improves your relationship.
SCORPIO is a valuable resource.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Your nerves are on edge because of the unexpected nature of
your work. Plan on a few days away
to restore your energy and recycle.
Conversations with associates help
you clear the air. Make calls; tidy
your desk. Tell it as it is. Someone
will listen. Tonight: A favorite spot.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** An unexpected flirtation or
risk can only lead you into harm's
way. Distance yourself, think and
don't react. Money matters can be
confusing. Defer a decision until you
have feedback from others. Call a
financial expert or your accountant.
Tonight: Make solid choices.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Ignore a family member or
an inner voice that says,"No." Talk
about ideas, and get a second opinion. Your high charisma draws others and permits greater flexibility.
You have many more options than
you realize. Trust and explore. Tonight: Just ask.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
** Take a back seat. Sit through
changes. Gain a better sense ofyourself. Understand what others expect
from you instead of arguing. What
you hear could jolt you. By quietly
speaking your mind, you get your
point across. Let others cause. uproar. Tonight: Do your own thing.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** A money problem could toss
problems into your day. There are
solutions; it is simply a matter of
finding them. Don't feel insecure in
the face of obstacles. A friend gives
you an importantinsight. Make time
for an important meeting. Tonight:
Where the gang is.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Accept your role at work rather
than becoming difficult. If you don't
like what is happening, break loose
and head in another direction. You
are capable of initiating many different type of ventures. You might

&Salim 411 IGioefitaito

Our services include.

Call 753-1916 Ext. 27

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

WE INSURE
CITY HOMES...

,

ICYLICmo3490

Do you have a neat
holiday yard decoration?
If so, give us a call to be
included in our Fall Decoration Photo
Essay. Deadline is Oct. 23.

HOROSCOPES

Hwy. 121 S., Murray. KY

Visit our Website
notionwid•lending.com
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DEAR ABBY: You were right on
DEAR READERS:To date, the cause in your response to "Wants to Be a
of this phenomenon remains Obscure to Grandma in L.A."
me. But, clearly, it is common. I have
When we decided to get married,
received many letters in reply.
my husband and I agreed that we
1.-like the theory of banishing would have no children. We
unpleasant thoughts. Other readers informed our parents of our decision
have suggested that conversations in shortly after we made it. I know
the mirror may reflect (no pun intend- they were very disappointed. We
ed) a form of early dementia. My firmly believe that having a child
favorite explanation is that people should stem from a desire to be parwho make remarks to themselves in ents, not from pressure from
mirrors are merely conversing with prospective grandparents or anyone
someone who is more interesting than else. To bring a child into the world
for the sake of someone else's happithe other adults around them!
ness or expectations.is wrong.
of
majority
In any case, the
It's possible that "Grandma's"
instances appear to be harmless.
Some -perfectly normal individuals children may not know how to tell
seem simply to have adopted the her that they just don't want children and are using inability as an
practice for whatever reason.
excuse. It's one that's been used
successfully many times. Grandma
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've seen ads for should stop being a "yenta," and let
electronic exercise machines that her children live their own lives.
stimulate skeletal muscles to contract
A FAN FOR LIFE
by sending an electrical charge
through pads strapped to the body.
DEAR FAN: Whether or not
Are these machines dangerous? Are tq, have children is a private
they an acceptable alternative to reg- matter between husband and
ular exercise?
wife. So is whether to share
their decision with others or
Perhaps your elderly gentleman was
simply trying to rid himself of bad
DEAR READER: Electronic stimu- keep it to themselves. Your famthoughts
lation to replace exercise is quackery. ilies have earned your confiIt's true that certain forms of electri- dence, but not all families are
cal muscle stimulation are useful in so understanding regarding a
rehabilitation following trauma and couple's decision to have no
nerve disorders. However, such children.
Read on for some suggestions
devices should be used only under the
guidanis,of specially trained physio- that may help couples and
therapists. Do-it-yourself home units prospective grandparents alike:
are ineffective. In addition, the electriDEAR ABBY: I would like to
cal stimulation can be exceedingly
painful unless the electrodes are respond to "Wants to Be a Grandma
Do you
properly applied. Stay away from elec- in L.A." She had no grandchildren
exercise machines unless you and wanted to,,ask her son and his
tronic
hot
have a
are receiving approved treatment wife when they were going to start
news tip?
under the supervision of a licensed a family. My husband and I have
three grown children in their 40s,
or physical therapist.
doctor
The
and we also have no grandchildren,
so I understand her feelings. I have
Ledger
1998 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.
some suggestions for her:
will pay
1. Concentrate on how fortunate
you are to have children, and conDR. GOTT
$10 for the
sider how sad your son and daughbest news
ter-in-law must be to be unable to
conceive and carry a pregnancy to
PETER
term.
GOTT, M.D.
2. Learn about infertility. There
are many good books on the subject,
ta.
and if you learn more about the
testing, various procedures for aiding conception, the emotional turmoil of infertility and the physical
difficulties of conception, you'll come
to understand what your son and

DEAR DR GOTT- A while ago. you
wrote about an elderly man who
talked to himself in the mirror while
shaving. My husband has always done
this. He says things like: "Let's go!"
"Isn't she the sweetest thing?" "What
am I gonna do with this woman?"
His mother told me that in his bachelor days, he'd preen in front of the
mirror and say: "Look at that good
lookin. guy! Better find a big stick to
keep the women away!"
At your suggestion, I asked him.why
he does this, and he replied: "I don't
know. Write to Dr. Gott. Maybe he will
enlighten us."
DEAR DR. GOTT: 1 have heard of
elderly people talking to themselves
in the mirror and never understood
the practice — until I started to do it!
I'm a normal 60-year-old widow.
Since my husband died last year, I've
been awash with unpleasant memo;
ries, which raise my level of anxiety.
Consequently, I often find myself saying out loud, "Quit that!" meaning
stop thinking such stressful thoughts.
Or, "Go away!" (the thoughts).
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his wife are experiencing.
3. Do not mention adoption to
them. If they really want children,
they'll have already considered it.
4. If you want a good relationship with your son and daughter-inlaw, never discuss wanting grandchildren unless they bring it up and
ask.your opinion.
5. Stop dwelling on yourself and
your fantasies. Find something useful to do that involves children.
Many schools are crying out for volunteers to help a few hours a week.
6. If you and your husband are
so desperate to have youngsters in
your life, why don't you consider
adopting?
MARGARET
IN ROSEVILLE, MINN.

ray Woman's Club. has been elected as recording secretary of the First
District of Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs at a meeting at KenBar Inn Oct. 17.
Murray High School Tigers beat
Tornado 21 to 20 in a
Tilghman
promoting
about
her convictions
football game.
literacy in Kentucky.
Forty years ago
Births reported include a girl
Calloway County Health
The
and
Winkler,
Scott
to Angela and
quara girl to Kathy and John Matthews. Department has issued its
S.L.
Dr.
are
Personnel
report.
terly
Oct. 10; a girl to Juanita and
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Jimmie Fields, a
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Twenty years
James Bryan Harrison, senior Rosezella Outland and Virginia
Coopat Murray High School and mem- Moore, clerk typists; Hew
DEAR MARGARET:You have ber of the MHS Band, has been er, custodian.
offered valuable advice and I'm chosen for the 1978 McDonald's
Mrs. Price Doyle gave highprinting all of it. Infertility All-American High School Band. lights of the Continental Congress
causes devastating emotional
perform in Macy's Thanks- she attended in Washington, D.C.,
pain for the couples involved, He will
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A Little White Lie

40 Cerise
41 Former
Tennis player
Rod -43 DG linkup

45 One who
acts as
surety
47 Sublect of
discourse
50— St
Laurent
51 Received
53 Folly
57 Actress Balm
58 Out of —
(passe)
60 W Coast
coil
61 Temporary
fashion
62 Looked at
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fermented
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1 Roman three
2 Lowest
common
multiple
(abbr I
3 Hawaiian
timber tree
4 Distress
5 Japanese
American

6 Uggams ID
7 One
(Scottish)
8 River in
Belgium
9 Acting
gloomy
10 Cowl
11 Chooses
16 Rote or

Williams
18 — Vegas
20 At a future
time
22 Land
• measure
23 TV's talking
horse I 2
wds )
24 Barium
symbol
on your
25
29 Advertised
31 — code
32 Ripped
35 Confederate
soldier
36 -- Clay (now
Muhammad
Al,)
39 Group of
seven
42 Mature ID
44 — as a fiddle
46 Vine-covered
47 Weekendwelcoming
abbr
48 Ms Chaplin
40 Give up
52 Negative vote
54 Fall mo
55 Actor Gulager
56 Sweet potato
59 "— Deum"

PEANUTS
GET OFF OUR PORCH
OR I'LL 5IC OUR
DOG ON YOU

Mail Subscritpion
RATES
$49.50
3 mo.
$59.56
6 mo.
$85.00j
1 yr.
Money Order
Mit

Check
Visa
Name
Street Add res.
City _
State

Daytinic Phone.
Mail this coupon with
payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY.42071
Or call

,.(502) 753-1916
U.
ti.
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293rd day of 1998. There are 72
days left in the year.,
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 20, 1973, in the socalled Saturday Night Massacre.
prosecutor
Watergate
special
and
dismissed
was
Cox
Archibald
Attorney General Elliot L. Richardson and Deputy Attorney General
William B. Ruckelshaus resigned.
On this date:
In 1803, the U.S. Senate ratified the Louisiana Purchase.
In 1892, the city of Chicago
dedicated the World's Columbian
Exposition.
In 1968, former first lady Jacqueline Kennedy married Greek shipping magnate Aristotle Onassis,
In 1973, the Sydney Opera
House in Australia was officially
opened by Queen Elizabeth_ II.
Ten years ago: The Los Angeles Dodgers won the World Series.
defeating the Oakland As in game
five by a score of 5-2.
Five years ago: The Senate
adopted a non-binding resolution
saying Congress should give its
approval before any U.S. troops
were sent to enforce a Bosnian
peace accord.. Attorney General
Janet Reno ..warned the TV industry to limit violence in programs.
Toronto took a 3-1 lead in the
World Series as the Blue Jays
defeated the Philadelphia Phillies.
15-14.
One year ago: Hungarian-born
U.S. financier and philanthropist
George Soros announced he would
donate as much as S.500 million
in aid to Russia over the next
three years.
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Today

CROSSWORDS

1 Actress
Chase
5 Now — —
me down to
Tee
sleep"
MONTH,FOUR GENER- AN'WHEN WE It C),
9 Electrical unit
; ATIoNS AFTER'E LEFT THIS FIRST TIME WE NoTicED 12 Sacred
7 EARTH, STONE Hot/SE THAT PANTING OF'IM
'
!
image
'AD A SMILE ON'ER.
'AS COME BACK To HiN1
13 NBA team
-WE TUST BOUGHT MEW
14 "Alley —"
15 Drawings
17 Fish trap
19 Employs
21 Forays
22 Desire
26 Tin symbol
27 Break with
force
28 Unruly crowd
30 Revolver
33 Concerning
34 Unbeliever
37 Artificial
language
elro-Saxon
•38 lAenttg

1.74 AND NOW YOUR HOST,
CHEF FLUFFY

TODAY IN HISTORY

CONTRACT BRIDGE

then reviews the prospects for defeating the contract.
He concludes first that if declarer has the A-K-Q of trumps,
the defense has no hope. Indeed, if
South's trumps are solid, he will
probably finish with an overtrick
with the help of dummy's diamonds. East therefore credits West
with a trump trick, giving the defense four potential winners: one
spade, one heart and two clubs.
But taking these four tricks is
easier said than done. The trouble
is that when West gains the lead
with his presumed trump trick, he
•K J 4
very likely to return a spade,
is
+986
since he cannot know that East
The bidding:
has the A-Q of clubs sitting over
North East
South West
dummy's K-J. Once a spade is re24
2•
1V
Pass
turned,East will be unable to score
Pass
3,
Pass
3•
the setting trick with the queen of
4,
clubs.
spades.
of
six
—
lead
Opening
So, to steer West in the right
Generally, it is not a good idea direction, East tells a little fib at
for a defender to falsecard his part- trick one. Instead of making the
ner. The repercussions from such normal play ofthe spade queen, he
puts up the king! South takes the
an action can affect not only the
current deal, but future deals as ace, leaving West with the indelible impression that declarer 4Q1c15
well.
However,there are times when the A-Q of spades.
When West subsequently wins
the only way to get partner to do
the right thing is to tell a little the king ofhearts, he will therefore
white lie. This type of falsecard is look elsewhere for additional
tricks, and will most probably shift
eminently forgivable.
to a club. East then scores the A-Q
in
case
a
provides
deal
Today's
point. South arrives at four hearts and, much to West's surprise, the
after East has overcalled in spades, queen of spades puts the contract
and West leads the spade six. East down one.
Tomorrow: By the sweat of the brow.
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Ten years ago
Martha Wilkinson, wife of Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson, visited Murray State University. Callowai
County High School. and Murray
High School on Oct I H to share

South dealer.
East-West vulnerable.
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• A Q 1096
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Jones wants harassment case reinstated
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) — ed , by Donovan Campbell; a hus- Jones contends that she suffered that she suffered a "tangible job
Despite a flurry of settlement dis- band and wife team of California from a "hostile work environment" detriment" througt denial of procussions. Paula Jones' lawyers are advisers. Susan Carpenter-McMil- when she was an Arkansas state motions or raises.
Given this deficiency in Mrs.
urging a federal appeals court to lan and Bill McMillan; and Mrs. clerk in 1991, after she rejected
case, the judge ruled that
former
Jones'
attorneys,
Joseph
advance
from
then-Gov.
Jones'
sexual
a
reinstate the sexual harassment lawsuit that spawned impeachment Cammarata and Gilbert Davis, who Clinton. The- president denies the it didn't matter whether Mrs. Jones
could demonstrate that Clinton had
proceedings against President Clin- haxe instituted claims for $800,000 incident.
lawyers
Jones'
Mrs.
harassed or rewarded other women.
now.
Even
as
compensation
for
their
work.
ton.
A further complication is a $1 contended in a written brief, she depending on their willingness to
Arguments were set today before
the 8th U.S. Circuit Court of million offer to Mrs. Jones from "continues to feel fearful and have sex with him.
Appeals in a case that remains New York businessman Abe embarrassed, and is unable to watch
The Jones lawyers have moved
entangled with the congressional Hirschfeld. who is facing 123 counts Mr. Clinton or read an article
the
forefront of their appeal the
to
experienccase
without
about
.the
of tax evasion. Clinton has sought
inquiry.
findings of Independent Counsel
Key lawmakers, including Sen- to avoid perception that any of ing mental anguish."
But Wright ruled that even if Kenneth Starr, who reported to Conate Judiciary Committee Chairman his settlement money would be
Marshall Countians for Life, Marshall County's local educational Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, have advised linked to Hirschfeld's pledge.
Clinton made a "boorish and offen- gress last month that the presigroup on pro-life issues, presented State Rep. Kathy Hogancamp Clinton to settle the Jones case.
Evgn if Campbell and Clinton sive" sexual advance in a Little dent may have committed impeachwith a Pro-Life Award Oct. 3. Hogancamp was given the award A settlement could be a prelude. attorney Robert Bennett found a Rock hotel room in 1991, Mrs.. able offenses in his Jan. 17 depin recognition of her consistant voting record in support of pro- Hatch has said, to a Clinton plea middle ground between the $1 mil- Jones was unable to demonstrate osition in the Jones case.
life legislation. Hogancamp serves on the Advisory Board of Haven bargain that would include an lion demanded by Mrs. Jones and
of Hope Pregnancy Care Center in Benton. Standing, left to right, admission of lying in the Jones the 5700,000 offered by the prescase about his affair with Moni- ident, there is no guarantee the
Darcy Beale, Amy Allison, Marshall Countians for Life President
ca Lewinsky and a congressional parties would accept it.
Millie Conley; and center, Hogancamp.
censure.
East Main • 753-5606
With all these complications,
But a round of settlemenf talks the next major development in the
General • Monarch
that began several weeks ago and case may come not from the negoLaramie • Firestone Wlf,‘
continued through Monday night tiations. but the three-judge appelhave made clear that a deal is late tianel.
BF Goodrich
exceedingly complicated, largely
The Jones team is trying to
because of competing interests with- persuade the court to overturn the
.1121cm.
Open Saturdays Until Noon
in the Jones camp.
April 1 dismissal of the case by
Those interests include Mrs. U.S. District Judge Susan Webber
Motorists should be particu- Jones' Dallas-based lawyers, head- Wright in Little Rock, Ark. Mrs.
Children across the state are
selecting their Halloween costumes larly alert on trick-or-treat night
while adults are buying candy for and follow these safety tips:
*Slow down in residential neighthe most bewitching night of year.
But while you are thinking about borhoods.
*Watch for children walking in
costumes and candy, don't forget
the street or on medians and curbs.
about safety.
*Obey all traffic signs and sigIf children follow some simple
safety tips while roaming through nals.
*Enter and exit driveways and
their neighborhoods in search of
5
carefully.
alleyways
candy, they will have a fun and
,
4
Heavy
M067-00718
9
*Teach children to enter and
safe evening.
I Cr/ 67
Duty
"Halloween can be one of the exit the car on the curb side, away
,,?
(VSTAM.
Brown Duck
from
traffic.
6 ft.
most dangerous nights of the year
Insulated Coveralls
When choosing a costume
Darlene
for children," said
T-Post
'Corduroy collar, storm cuffs
Goodrich, coordinator of the Ken- remember these helpful tips to
tucky SAFE KIDS Coalition in prevent burns:
'Action back
5 FREE CLIPS!
*Look for flame resistant labels
the Department for Public Health.
•Ankle-to-knee sippers
"Most trick-or-treating injuries hap- on costumes, masks, beards and
pen because of unsafe costumes, wigs.
*Use fire resistant material when
motor vehicles or collected candy.
making
homemade costumes.
Before a child goes out trick-or*Avoid costumes made out of
treating, parents should make sure
the child's costume is safe, and flimsy material and outfits with
M#061.14502
important safety rules have been big, baggy sleeves or billowing
skirts because they are more likereviewed."
Goodrich said the first safety rule ly to come in contact with an
12 Pair of
is adult supervision, especially for exposed flame.
5
Jersey Gloves
These general rules can preyoung children. If an older child
9 *067-00715
9
0067-92206
vent
a
scary
experience:
wants to go without an adult, then
*Tell children not to eat treats
'Cotton with knit wrist
that child should go with a group
Brown Duck
before they are checked at home
for protection, she said.
*12 pairs
Lined Bib Overall
"Trick-or-treating is an exciting for tampering. Check each piece
'Men's sizes
for
puncture
holes
in
wrappers
or
fewer
children.
Since,
activity for
*10 oz. 100% cotton
homes participate in trick-or-treat- candy that has been unwrapped
shell
ing, sometimes children get in a and repackaged. Adults should try
*1/8
in. foam insulation
hurry when they see a light on at to notice treats given at each home
'Nylon
tricot lining
a house and they forget about safe- in case there is a question later.
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HOLLAND TIRE CO.
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Prevent mishaps for a
safe,fun Halloween
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Sale Starts
October 21

ma SOUTHERN STATES
49

199

46

ty," Goodrich said.
The following suggestions will
help children have a safe Halloween.
To prevent falls:
*Apply face paint or cosmetics
directly to the face. A loose-fitting mask can obstruct a child's
vision. If 'a mask is worn, make
sure it fits securely and the eye
holes are large enough for good
vision.
*Give trick-or-treaters flashlights.
.*Make costumes short enough
to avoid tripping.
*Secure hats so they will not
• slip over a child's eyes.
*Dress children in shoes that
fit. Adult shoes used for costumes
are not safe for trick-or-treating.
*Allow children to carry only
flexible knives, swords or other
props. Anything they carry could
injure, them if they fall.
*Teach children to stay on sidewalks instead of cutting across
yards, Lawn ornaments, tree branches and clotheslines are hidden hazards in the dark.
To avoid injuries involving
motor vehicles, follow these tips:
Decorate costumes, bags and
sacks with reflective tape.
*Use Halloween costumes that
are light or bright enough to make
them more visible at night.
*Tell children to walk, not run.
while trick-or-treating.
*Remind children to stop at
corners, look left, right and left
again before crossing the street.
and never dart from bemeen parked
cars.

MONEY•IN•MINUTES"'
Cash Advance
on your
Personal Check
Or Corse In Today!

au

The
MoneyPlace
513-A S. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 759-8900

Suspect items should be reported
to the police. Discard homemade
treats. Fruits should be inspected
closely for punctures and cut open
before a child eats it. Some communities provide free x-rays of
trick-or-treat items.
*Teach your child his or her
phone number.
*Instruct older children to travel only in familiar areas and along
an established route.
*Set a time for older children
to return home:
*Instruct children never to enter
a home or an apartment building
unless accompanied by their supervising adult.
*Restrict their trick-or-treating
•visits to homes with porch or outside lights illuminated.
*Adults should remove breakable items or obstacles such as tools,
ladders and children's toys from
their lawns, steps and porches.
Goodrich said some parents may
want to consider some safe alternatives to dOor-to-door trickor-treating. Parents can host a Halloween
party. take children only to homes
where they know the residents or
go to malls where the stores have
trick-or-treating.
For . more information on Halloween safely, contact Goodrich at
the Kentucky SAFE KIDS Coalition. Department for Public Health
in Frankfort at (502) 564-2154
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Nuggets
Dog Food

Blue Denim HiBack Bib Overall

'For any age dog
•All-natural
ingredients< 50 lb.
'More meat
than most grocery
store brands

012 oz. 100% cotton
'Unlined
*Rule, plier & pencil
pocket
*Hammer loop
•Button side closures
•Triple stitched
seams

Ledger will pay
$10 for the best
news tip of the
month,m
)

Call 753-1916

Keey your pets warm & oorntorlable!

599

7100-13714

Red Cedar
Bedding
•100% aromic cedar
reduces pet odors

Unassembled
"Includes all materials to build a
chian link dog kennel in a convenient carry-home box.

OR
Preassembled $0366-60372
Your Choice

69
9

2for 10°

89

+DO-24646

'Strong poly trough
•All weld construction

Peanut Suet *102.31966

1.39

0060-1271C,

•Covenient cartridge loading with locking plunger
•Uses 14 oz. grease cartridges
95

14 014Q-01037

•#DD4 • 11 oz.

34'

5,53-22495

Ultra Luber® Gun

Lithium GP
Grease

79

Wire Suet Basket

'Easy set-up in 15 min. with one
'Holds 11 oz. Suet Cake
wrench.

11 ft. Standard Feed Bunk
Do you have a
hot news tip? The

>MAWS

Frost Proof
Hydrant
.3/4 in. x 2ft. bury depth
3 ft. bury depth
sow 12/20
4 ft. bury depth
#060.12740

39.95
44.95

9

1

6
4

Mwmballima

0100-25963
y

49 5
9

0100-24450

110 gal. Tube-Top
Stock Tank
022 ga galvanized steel side
wall
.20 ga. double-locked soldered
seam bottom with darin plug.

Corner Hay
Rack
5

59

9

M081-25191

Fieldmaster
Model #500-1
•110-120v, charges up to 15 miles of
fence
• Shocks through wet weeds & brush

199
11 1544409

'Stays fresh
longer
'Effective &
easy to use

Ext.2;7/

Support Local Arts

SOUTHERN STATES
110 East Sycamore • 753-1423
(Across from Calloway County Anunal Shelter

